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Introduction

Over the last couple of years, risk management has gained an ever increasing
prominence in the finance literature with attention being paid by academics,
practitioners and regulators alike. Although the vast majority of research and
regulation focuses on the financial sector, particularly in light of the new Basle Accord
on Capital Adequacy for banks, there have also been some attempts to increase the
awareness of risk management in non-financial firms, such as the Turnbull Report in
Great Britain and some voluntary codes of practice.

Notwithstanding such attempts the level of understanding in non-financial firms is
in most cases very partial, a coherent thinking about risk management is deficient and
priorities are clearly set on other aspects. While there are many readily accessible
books on the principles of good risk management available to readers of all
backgrounds, their contents often focuses on the financial sector and is in many
instances not easily transferable outside the sector.

This special edition on risk management seeks to introduce the reader to some
aspects of risk management that has not received much prominence in the literature,
particularly for non-financial firms. The first article by Renate Schubert addresses the
fact that men and women have different abilities in analyzing and managing risk; it is
argued that men have a superior ability to conduct risk analysis and women to carry
out integrated risk management and communication. By combining the strengths of
both genders companies could seek to optimize the firm value.

The next article by Thomas Breuer addresses the question of choosing an
appropriate risk measure to capture some of the most extreme situations, worst case
scenarios. His main finding is that the recently popular value at risk may give very
misleading results. By evaluating extreme scenarios he shows how maximum loss can
be used as a risk measure to optimize a portfolio of holdings. Although he uses
examples from financial markets, the relevance of the described method for non-
financial firms is immediately obvious.

The next two articles deal with relatively new tools for risk management. Andreas
Jobst investigates the use of securitisation for SMEs by providing a very detailed
introduction to the process of securitisation and providing an example of an institutional
framework in Germany. Credit derivatives are a relatively new risk management tool,
currently seldom used outside the financial sector. Paul Cox, Mark Freeman and Brian
Wright explore the use of these new instruments for non-financial firms. With carefully
selected examples they show how such companies can make use of credit derivatives.

The final paper by Andreas Krause addresses the problem of capital requirements
for non-financial companies, a problem usually only discussed for banks and insurance
companies. He points out that non-financial companies should conduct a similar
analysis to banks and argues that the amount of capital required also depends on the
structure of assets of a company and cannot be investigated in isolation.

Overall the contributions to this special issue cover a broad range of topics which
deserve more attention by managers as well as researchers. In most cases no definitive
answers to the addressed problem are given, but they serve rather as a stimulant for
further research. In this sense it is hoped that the reader obtains a few ideas about issues
in risk management he has thus far either ignored as irrelevant or not been aware of.

Andreas Krause
Guest Editor
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Analyzing and managing
risks – on the importance
of gender differences in

risk attitudes
Renate Schubert

Center for Economic Research, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich,
Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract

Purpose – This paper seeks to show optimal strategies for firms to cope with analysis and
management of risks.
Design/methodology/approach – Empirical and experimental studies on gender differences in
risk analysis and risk management are reported and assessed.
Findings – Women appear less sensitive to probabilities and more pessimistic towards gains than
men. In risk management, women seem to have a comparative advantage with respect to
diversification and communication tasks.
Research limitations/implications – Empirical testing of the hypothesis that mixed teams of
senior managers optimize risk analysis and management is still missing. Deeper insights into the
optimal structure of men’s and women’s cooperation with respect to risk analysis and management
are missing.
Practical implications – A well established cooperation of men and women at the senior
management level appears recommendable for firms which strive for an optimization of their risk
analysis and risk management. Furthermore, such cooperation is desirable with respect to a society’s
perspective.
Originality/value – Identification of gender differences in risk analysis and management are
pointed. Such differences matter since analysis and management of risk are decisive issues for firms.

Keywords Risk analysis, Risk management, Gender, Diversification, Communication

Paper type Conceptual paper

1. Introduction
Analysis and management of risks are decisive issues for any firm. The risk attitudes
of decision makers in firms play an important role for the choices made and hence for
the firm’s future performance.

A well known stereotype says that on average women are more risk averse than
men. If this was true, decisions in firms made by women may be such that they forego
chances on very positive results so that the firms finally end up with worse results than
their competitors.

In this paper, key characteristics of risk as well as risk analysis and risk
management in firms will be looked at (sections 2 and 3). In addition, the relevance of
the above mentioned stereotype will be discussed (section 4). Finally, in section 5, the
importance of gender differences in risk attitudes for the analysis and management of
risks will be examined. Conclusions will be drawn in section 6.

2. Notion and characteristics of ‘‘risk’’
Usually, we talk about ‘‘risk’’ when we have to make decisions or choices between
different alternatives with uncertain future consequences. We tend to concentrate on

The current issue and full text archive of this journal is available at
www.emeraldinsight.com/0307-4358.htm
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negative future consequences or outcomes, i.e. situations in which an expected or
desired result – the ‘‘reference result’’ – will not be achieved. As example consider the
case of a failure to reach a particular desired return on an investment.

In many cases, we have some information about the probabilities of future
consequences. One usually distinguishes between cases of ‘‘pure risk’’ and cases of
‘‘ambiguity’’. In the former, we can precisely quantify the probabilities involved. In the
latter, the best we can do is to rank the outcomes according to their likelihood of
occurrence (‘‘outcome A is more likely than outcome B’’). Cases of pure risk are rare in
reality because they require records showing the relative frequency of specific
consequences in the past. Such records should be used as a reliable basis for estimating
the relevant probabilities. Records of this sort tend to be available for events like traffic
accidents, thefts, illnesses, etc. However, in most cases of business decisions such
records are missing and one has to rely on expert opinions or subjective estimates of
the likelihood that a specific future consequence will occur.

Depending on the key aspects of the various consequences, we distinguish between
economic, environmental, technical, political, social and other risks. From the business
point of view, distinctions can also be drawn between the following risks: strategic
risks, i.e. developments that endanger the existing corporate strategy; financial risks;
operational risks; commercial risks such as the loss or defection of suppliers, clients or
managers; IT risks concerning the security and functionality of hardware and
software; and technical risks, like the destruction of a company’s physical
infrastructure by fire, explosion, flood, etc. Companies are also concerned about
environmental risks (e.g. acts by environmental activists), human capital risks (e.g.
‘‘erosion’’ of employee motivation, direct and indirect costs of replacing senior
executives), and political risks (e.g. expropriations, military conflicts).

3. Analysis and management of risk in firms
Various methods and procedures can be used to analyze risks. Depending on the
method selected, different risk assessments will be arrived at in one and the same
decision situation. The appropriateness of a method depends on the information
available to the decision-maker, on the size of her budget and on the decision-maker’s
goals.

The most commonly used methods of risk analyses combine loss and probability
information. Examples are the calculation of expected loss values, risk mapping or the
calculation of value at risk (i.e. of the probability that a specific loss will not be
exceeded). They all require the consideration of the decision-maker’s preferences in
order to yield the definite choice of one specific alternative. There are a large number of
other methods for risk analyses, though only few have proved popular in terms of
practical application. Therefore they are not mentioned here (cf. for instance Goodwin
andWright, 1991; Keeney, 1982).

Information about future potential losses and their likelihood to occur has to be
created in every individual case. There is usually a fair amount of scope in terms of
design and interpretation since neither loss nor likelihood are filed away somewhere
ready for use. The scope is exploited primarily through the application of different
(mental) heuristics, i.e. cognitive ‘‘rules of thumb’’. As a consequence, the experts
involved may over- or underestimate ‘‘true’’ probabilities and ‘‘true’’ losses depending
on their personality, background, experience, or on the way they formulate the decision
problem (Jungermann et al., 1998; Slovic, 2000). As a consequence, risk analyses will
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never be as clear-cut as one would wish. Good risk analyses are transparent and
comprehensive ones.

Risk management means structuring a firm’s portfolio of activities such that the
level and composition of risks and returns is ‘‘optimal’’, i.e. value maximizing
(Meulbroek, 2002). Hereby, one has to take into consideration that the correlation
between risks and returns is typically positive. Given the shareholders’, owners’ or
investors’ preferences, the optimal combination of risk (represented for example by the
variance of future returns) and of returns (represented for example by the expected
value of future returns) can be identified. Various types of capital asset pricing models
may serve as basis (Sharpe, 1964; Lintner, 1965; Merton, 1973). Risk management
strategies have to be tailored to each individual firm. They have to be based on insights
on the relationship between a firm’s value and risky future returns.

Main risk management options are diversification (of products or regions) and
insurance, along with various other internal and external measures (Frenkel et al.,
2000). An important internal and at the same time external measure is risk
communication. A different way of structuring risk management options is to
differentiate between modifications in firm’s operations, adjustments of capital
structures and employment of various financial instruments (Meulbroek, 2002).
Diversification corresponds to the first option, insurance is a specific part of the third
option. For the sake of simplicity, the less comprehensive notion of risk management
will be used in the following. This means that diversification and insurance will be
looked at.

Product or region diversification means first a broadening of the activities’ portfolio
of a firm. This can be interpreted as some sort of internal insurance of a firm. The
broader a company spreads its alternatives or activities, the better it will be able to
compensate losses in one area by successes in other areas. However, successful
diversification relies on the most accurate, up-to-date and trustworthy information
about potential losses in all different areas of business. This in turn requires regular,
transparent and meaningful risk reporting. Equally important, this reporting has to be
an integral part of the corporate strategy.

Secondly, diversification also includes measures to reduce the risk of a given
alternative. Such measures are referred to as ‘‘risk defusing operators’’ (Huber et al.,
2001). Risk defusing operators transform the gross risk of an alternative into a net risk,
i.e. the risk remaining after risk reducing measures. Examples for risk defusing
measures are technical improvements of products which make them safer, changes in
infrastructure, changes in production processes etc. Any such measure reduces the risk
of an alternative at the price of higher costs, i.e. reduced returns. It is up to the
evaluation method and mainly up to the decision-maker’s preferences whether such
changes are judged positively or negatively.

The insurance option is only feasible if size and probability of possible future losses
can be quantified. Only then insurance premia can be calculated which are financially
sustainable for the insurance companies. For some risks (nuclear reactors,
pharmaceutical products, etc.) the potential losses are too big for a single insurer to
handle. Then, reinsurance companies or pools of insurance companies become
relevant. Potential losses that would exceed the capacity of such a pool, but which
society still demands to cover have to be taken on by the state, i.e. by the society as a
whole.

Managing risks successfully – both before and after actual losses occur – also
requires regular and reliable communication with those who may potentially be
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affected. One of the most important aspects here is to ensure that measures are in place
to minimize and cushion the impact of actual losses.

There is no general recipe for good risk management in practice. However,
knowledge of the crucial determinants of potential gains and losses as well as of their
likelihood helps to balance innovations against the risks they bring in tow. In addition,
integrated risk management is superior to the management of single risks or risk types
in isolation (Meulbroek, 2002). Integrated risk management is directed towards a firm’s
total risk and tries to optimize the firm’s position as a whole, for instance by means of
diversification and consideration of cross-risk effects.

4. Men’s and women’s risk aversion – empirical evidence
It is a well-known stereotype that when confronted with risky decisions women choose
low-risk alternatives, whereas men choose alternatives with higher risks. This may be
interpreted such that women are more risk averse than men. The stereotype has
important implications. If for instance employers assume that women are more risk
averse than men, and also assume that top managers have to be generally more risk
seeking than others, statistical discrimination of women may arise. Women are not
promoted to top management positions even if their individual level of risk aversion is
low. This implies an inefficient utilization of risk assessment and risk management
capacities in a society.

To check the relevance of such inefficiencies, gender differences in risk attitudes
have to be analyzed empirically. A review of the empirical evidence (Powell et al., 2001)
shows that in experiments with risky gambles women tend more strongly to avoid
risks than do men (Levin et al., 1988; Johnson and Powell, 1994; Powell and Ansic, 1997
1999). Similar results hold for contextual risky decision problems (Barsky et al., 1997;
Jianakoplos and Bernasek 1998; Grossmann and Eckel, 2000). However, contradictory
evidence also exists (Johnson and Powell, 1994; Schubert et al., 1999). Under specific
circumstances, women appear as risk loving as men or even more risk loving. Which
are convincing explanations for such contradictory empirical evidence?

A first explanation lies in the use of inconsistent terminology (Schoemaker, 1993)
and varying theoretical backgrounds over the different studies. A second and more
interesting explanation is the importance of individual characteristics and of the
decision tasks’ framing. The more familiar a women is with a specific type of decision
problems and the more experienced she is in the corresponding domain, the more risk
loving she will be (Levin et al., 1988; Johnson and Powell, 1994; Schubert et al., 1999).
Social roles influence individuals’ risk attitudes (Voelz, 1985; Radecki and Jaccard,
1996) as well as differences in personality. A dominant finding with respect to
individual characteristics is that in decision making under risk men are more confident
and more overconfident than are women (Estes and Hosseini, 1988; Stinerock et al.,
1991; Zinkhan and Karnade, 1991; Lundeberg et al., 1994; Beyer and Bowden, 1997;
Barber and Odean, 2000; Gervais and Odean, 2001). As a consequence, men tend to
take higher risks thanwomen.

Further gender differences lie in the interpretation of the meaning of ‘‘risk’’. Men
typically focus on the probability or likelihood component of risks, whereas women
focus on future consequences. If future consequences are losses, women on average
perceive higher risks than do men (Vlek and Stallen, 1981; Von Winterfeldt et al., 1981;
Hansson, 1989; Drottz-Sjöberg, 1991; Yates and Stone, 1992; Schubert et al., 1999). In
addition, money matters. Money represents a specific form of personal property, and
gender differences arise in attitudes to property (Furnham, 1984; Dittmar, 1992; Prince,
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1993). Women appear more fearful of losses in general, and property loss in particular.
Therefore, they appear as more risk averse than men.

Women perceive higher risks than do men for specific activities, such as smoking
and air travel (Slovic, 1992; Flynn et al., 1994; Jungermann et al., 1996; Schubert, 1997)
and for specific domains such as environment and nuclear power plants (Drottz-
Sjöberg, 1991; Brun, 1994; Greenberg and Schneider, 1995). These differences can be
linked to factors like dread and knowledge (Cutter et al., 1992; Schubert, 1997): women
perceive higher risks if they feel badly informed, whereas men perceive higher risks
when they fear future events.

Risk attitudes differ between men and women because of the role of emotional
variables (Loewenstein et al., 2001). In general, risk assessments and risk behavior are
influenced by cognitive assessments as well as by emotional reactions. Quite often,
emotional reactions drive attitudes and behavior in a stronger way than cognitive
judgments. Emotions which matter in the context of decision making are mainly
anticipatory emotions. They depend on the vividness of imagery, on the background
mood of the decision maker, on the time course of the decision etc. (Meehan and
Overton, 1986; Loewenstein et al., 2001). Women report more and better imagery than
do men and they report to experience emotions in general and fear and nervousness, in
particular, more intensely than do men. As a consequence, women appear more risk
averse than men.

Empirical work which is strongly related to prospect theory-based decision models
gives the following main results (Powell et al., 2001; Fehr-Duda et al., 2004): In general,
risky decisions result from a combination of outcome evaluations and probability
judgments. Men and women hardly vary in their value functions for the outcomes
(these may be utility functions, risk-return functions, etc.). There are, however, gender
differences in the probability weighting functions. These differences are twofold. First,
women’s probability weighting functions are flatter than men’s, i.e. women are less
sensitive to probability changes. This underlines that – presumably due to women’s
more vivid imagery – women are mainly outcome oriented. If the probability for a
positive outcome increases, women are not necessarily more likely to choose the
corresponding alternative. This may be called risk averse. Secondly, women
underestimate high probabilities for positive outcomes more strongly than men. This
may be called a ‘‘pessimistic’’ attitude. A high degree of underestimation may also be
interpreted as risk aversion.

The overall result of various empirical studies is that there seems to be some truth
in above mentioned stereotype that women are more risk averse than men. However,
the stereotype does not hold unconditionally. There are a number of constellations in
which women are as risk averse or risk prone as men are or even more risk prone than
men. In all loss constellations, for instance, if women are experienced and familiar with
specific risky situations, if they feel properly informed etc. women are not particularly
risk averse. Under all these conditions, not promoting women to top management
positions implies the above mentioned inefficient utilization of risk assessment and
management capacities in a society. How to cope with this situation will be discussed in
section 5.

5. Consequences for risk analysis and risk management
Given the results from chapter 4, two aspects are important for achieving ‘‘optimal’’
risk analyses and risk management from a firm’s and a society’s perspective. First, for
all those cases in which gender differences in risk attitudes occur, men’s and women’s
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risk assessments and risk management strategies will vary. The question then is
whether risk assessments should be undertaken and risk management strategies
should be designed by men or by women or by mixed teams. Secondly, for cases in
which men and women do not differ significantly with respect to their risk aversion or
risk proneness we observe the above mentioned statistical discrimination of women.
How should one cope with the resulting inefficiencies?

Let us first consider the cases in which women appear more risk averse than men. It
had been pointed out that women are less sensitive towards probabilities and more
outcome oriented than are men. Women focus emotionally on future outcomes and they
seem to be strongly loss averse. Furthermore, they are more pessimistic than men
about (high) gain probabilities. Insights from social psychology show that women
esteem events less often controllable than men, that they are less confident, that they
overestimate the probability of unpleasant events and that they rather overestimate the
probability of bad things happening to themselves (Slovic, 1992; Asch, 1952; Lloyd and
Archer, 1976).

With respect to risk analyses such differences matter since the influence the
assessment method chosen as well as the subjective outcome and probability
judgments. Women perceive smaller probabilities for gains than men and they are less
probability oriented. Hence, for one and the same alternative, women will end up with
higher expected losses and a higher risk judgment than men. As a result, men and
women will finally tend to choose different alternatives. Men’s alternatives will
typically be characterized by higher risks and – as a consequence – by higher long-
term future returns thanwomen’s.

With respect to the risk management, women seem to be less prone than men to buy
insurance (Powell et al., 2001). This can be attributed to the fact that women tend to
take lower risks and try to avoid losses. The need for insurance is therefore low.
Diversification appears as much more appropriate strategy for women. Mixed
portfolios – may they consist of financial or ‘‘real’’ products – seem to meet the
requirements of rather risk averse decision makers who are nevertheless willing to take
some risks. In addition, women seem to have better multi-tasking skills than men
which makes them more capable and more willing to run various tasks at the same
time. These skills qualify women especially for the desired integrated risk
management. Besides better multi-tasking skills women also seem to dispose of better
communicative capabilities than men (Wajcman, 1988). This means that, on average,
they are more aware of the importance of good risk communication and more
successful in making risk communication effective – before and after losses occur.
Women seem to be especially well prepared to handle situations in which individuals
or groups of person are already affected by losses – no matter of which type. Taking all
different aspects together, women seem to have a comparative advantage in risk
management including risk communication.

Considering risk analyses and risk management strategies jointly, women – on
average – tend to perceive risks higher than men and therefore tend to make decisions
which are less risky and yield lower returns in the long run. On the other hand, they
seem to have good qualities with respect to managing risks once that decisions for
specific alternatives in firms’ have been made.

These insights provoke an interesting conclusion: risk analyses and risk
management strategies like for instance diversification strategies, including the search
for risk defusing measures should be put forward by a mixed team of men and women.
From a firm’s perspective, men’s comparative advantages seem to lie in the field of risk
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analysis where they tend to be more risk taking than women and hence are moving
more towards better long term results, towards innovation and towards capturing new
markets. Women on the other hand have comparative advantages with respect to the
management of risks, especially with respect to diversification, and integrated
perspective and communication. Bringing together these different strengths of men
and women, one should be able to end up with alternatives which, guarantee an
optimal, i.e. value-maximizing result for the firms. Men alone would opt for too risky
alternatives, neglecting good risk management strategies to reduce the net risks of
alternatives. Women alone would, on the other hand, opt for alternatives that are not
risky enough with respect to the value-maximizing goal of firms. A cooperative
approach would enable firms to optimize their risks, costs and future returns.

In cases where men and women do not differ significantly with respect to their risk
aversion, women are statistically discriminated since they are not promoted to high
level management positions due to the risk aversion stereotype. Compared to men, only
few women become senior managers responsible for risk analyses and integrated risk
management. This discrimination causes inefficiencies to the society as a whole as the
risk analysis and management capacities which are available are not adequately
utilized. Therefore, it seems reasonable to postulate an increase in the percentage of
women at senior management level positions.

Obviously, one can conclude that irrespective of the existence of gender differences
in risk aversion there are strong arguments in favor of mixed teams at the senior
management level drafting and implementing risk assessments and risk management
strategies. If risk analyses and risk management are generally undertaken by mixed
teams of male and female senior managers, individual firms as well as the society as a
whole will profit most.

6. Resumé
The overall stereotype that women are more risk averse than men does not generally
hold. However, under a magnitude of different constellations such tendency is
observable. Therefore, firms should be interested in hiring relatively risk seeking men
for risk analyses, pushing their firms forward. Women, however, seem to have
comparative advantages with respect to an integrated management of risks including
communication aspects. Therefore, firms should be especially interested in women for
risk management purposes.

Since in many cases risk analyses and risk management are combined firms seem to
profit most if they let men and women cooperate. The cooperation should take place at
the senior management level. Within this cooperation, the risk analysis tasks should be
mainly taken by men and the risk management tasks mainly by women. There is a
high probability that the resulting choices will contribute to an optimization of the
firm’s value and position. In addition, the society as whole will profit from the ascribed
mixed risk assessment and management teams.

Until now, empirical research testing the above hypothesis that mixed teams of
senior managers optimize risk analysis and management from the individual and from
the societal perspective is substantially missing. It would be worthwhile to undertake
such research in the future, for instance, by means of experimental research. In
addition, it would be important to get deeper insights into the optimal structure of
men’s and women’s cooperation with respect to risk analysis and management. Here
again experimental research might be helpful.
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Abstract

Purpose – Maximum Loss was one of the risk measures proposed as alternatives to Value at Risk
following criticism that Value at Risk is not coherent. Although the power of Maximum Loss is
recognised for non-linear portfolios, there are arguments that for linear portfolios Maximum Loss
does not convey more information than Value at Risk. This paper argues for the usefulness of
Maximum Loss for both linear and non-linear portfolios.
Design/methodology/approach – This is a synthesis of existing theorems. Results are established
by means of counterexamples. The worst case based risk-return management strategy is presented as
a case study.
Findings – For linear portfolios under elliptic distributions Maximum Loss is proportional to Value
at Risk, and to Expected Shortfall, with the proportionality constant not depending on the portfolio
composition. The paper gives a new example of Value at Risk violating subadditivity, using a
portfolio of simple European options. For non-linear portfolios, Maximum Loss need not even
approximately be explained by the sum of Maximum Loss contributions of the individual risk
factors. Finally, is proposed a strategy of risk-return management with Maximum Loss.
Research limitations/implications – The paper is restricted to elliptically distributed risk factors.
Although Maximum Loss can be defined for more general continuous and even discrete distributions
of risk factor changes, the paper does not address this matter.
Practical implications – The paper proposes an intuitive, computationally easy way how to
improve average returns of linear portfolios while reducing worst case losses.
Originality/value – One is a synthesis of existing theorems. The counterexample establishing result
is the first example of a portfolio of plain vanilla options violating Value at Risk subadditivity, an
effect hitherto only known for portfolios of exotic options. Furthermore, the strategy of risk-return
management with Maximum Loss is original.

Keywords Risk analysis, Optimization techniques, Value analysis

Paper type Conceptual paper

The risk of a portfolio is the amount of capital to be held in addition to the portfolio to
make the risk of the portfolio bearable. Historically, one of the first risk measure was
the variance of the profit–loss distribution. Another prominent risk measure is value at
risk (VaR), which is a quantile of the profit–loss distribution. More recent examples of
risk measures are expected shortfall (ES) (Rockafellar and Uryasev, 2000; Pflug, 2000;
Acerbi, 2001; Tasche, 2002), which for continuous distributions is the same as the tail
conditional expectation, and the Maximum Loss (MaxLoss) within a specified set of
scenarios (Studer, 1997, 1999).

For the special case of a linear portfolio and risk factors being normally distributed,
the profit–loss distribution is also normal. In Section 1, we show that VaR, ES and
MaxLoss are proportional to each other, with proportionality constants not depending
on the portfolio composition – at least for linear portfolios and elliptically distributed
risk factors. So what is the point in using more fashionable risk measures than VaR?

The current issue and full text archive of this journal is available at
www.emeraldinsight.com/0307-4358.htm
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This is the main question of this paper. The results of this paper contribute in different
ways to this question. Example 1 gives a portfolio of plain vanilla options violating
subadditivity of VaR. This underlines the practical relevance of subadditivity. The case
study of Section 4 shows that risk-return management with MaxLoss even for linear
portfolios is not equivalent to risk-return management with VaR.

The paper is structured as follows. We set out by showing the proportionality of
VaR, ES and MaxLoss for linear portfolios under elliptic distribution, and by
discussing advantages and drawbacks of VaR (section 1). In section 2, we deal with
scenario analysis and MaxLoss. Then we turn to the identification of key risk factors
via worst case analysis (section 3). Section 4 shows how MaxLoss can be used in risk-
return management of linear portfolios.

1. VaR and other risk measures
A risk measure is a function mapping each portfolio to a real number. The intuition is
that risk should be the amount of safety capital to be held in addition to the portfolio in
order to make the risk of the portfolio bearable. This intuition adheres to an
asymmetric concept of risk focusing only on adverse moves. Some examples of popular
risk measures are:

Definition 1. The VaR of a portfolio P at the level �, usually close to 1, is defined as

VaR�ðPÞ ¼ �F�1
P ð�Þ

the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of the profit–loss distribution of P.
(Note that F�1

P (�) is the �-quantile of the profit–loss distribution of P.) The ES of a
portfolio P for continuous distributions is identical to the tail conditional expectation,

ES�ðPÞ ¼ �E½PjP � F�1
P ð�Þ�

TheMaxLoss at level � is

MaxLoss�ðPÞ ¼ max
r2Ellð�Þ

PðrCMÞ � PðrÞ

where rCM is the current market state, and Ell(�) is the ellipsoid containing all
scenarios with (r� rCM)

T ���1 � (r� rCM)� c(g, �, n)2 with c(g, �, n) chosen to ensure
the ellipsoid has probability �. The point r where the maximum of P(rCM)�P(r) is
attained is called the worst case scenario.

The choice of Ell(�) will be justified in section 2. For linear portfolios and elliptically
distributed risk factors, the three risk measures are essentially equivalent:

Proposition 1. Assume r is elliptically distributed with density

ðdet�Þ�1=2gððr � rCMÞT��1ðr � rCMÞÞ

where �, the covariance matrix, is strictly positive definite and g is a strictly
decreasing function from the non-negative numbers to the non-negative numbers
satisfying

ð1
0

t n�1gðt2Þdt ¼ �ðn=2Þ=ð2�n=2Þ
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in order to ensure normalisation. Furthermore, assume that the portfolio value is a
linear function of the risk factors, P(r1, r2, . . . , rn) = aT � r=

Pn
i¼1 airi, where ai are the

asset weights. Then VaR, and ES, and MaxLoss at some level � are

VaRð�Þ ¼ qðg; �; nÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aT�

p
a ð1Þ

ESð�Þ ¼ Kðg; �; nÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aT�a

p
ð2Þ

MaxLossð�Þ ¼ cðg; �; nÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aT�a

p
ð3Þ

where q(g, �, n),K(g, �, n), c(g, �, n) do not depend on the portfolio composition a.

For the special case of the normal distribution we have q(g, �, n) = z�, the cumulative
distribution function of the standard normal distribution, K(g, �, n) = �(�)� with � the
density of the standard normal distribution, and c(g, �, n) the �-quantile of the �2-
distribution with n degrees of freedom. Equations (1) and (2) were proven in Sadefo-
Kamdem (2004, Theorems 2.1 and 4.1). Studer (1997, Theorem 3.15) showed that the
MaxLoss of a linear portfolio over the ellipsoid (r� rCM)

T ���1 � (r� rCM)� c2 is
c
p
(aT�a) . c(g, �, n) is chosen in such a way that the ellipsoid has probability �. (In fact,

c is a solution of � = �n/2/�(n/2)
R
c2

0 t
n/2�1 g(t) dt.) Proposition 1 implies that VaR, ES and

MaxLoss are proportional to each other, with proportionality constants not depending
on the portfolio composition a – at least for linear portfolios and elliptically distributed
risk factors.

Recently there have been some discussions about the usefulness of VaR (Krause,
2003). Apart from the disagreement about how to choose the holding period and the
confidence level, there is increasing skepticism towards the assumptions on which
many VaR implementations are based. There are first and foremost two assumptions
the validity of which is debatable. For one, the market characteristics are assumed not
to change in the future. There are folkore statements to the effect that VaR is the risk
measure for ‘‘normal situations’’. Only if future market movements resemble those of
the past models can produce reliable results. Yet, there have always been breaks in
market movements. Of course, any statistical risk measure intended as a prediction has
to cope with that kind of problem.

Furthermore, numerous VaR models assume that changes in risk factors follow a
multivariate normal distribution. However, as a rule, changes in financial time series
are not normally distributed. This holds for the unconditional as well as for
the conditional distribution (see e.g. Campbell et al., 1997 or Shaw, 1997). Many fincial
time series have fat tails. This implies that extreme changes in the risk factors are
considerably more likely than accounted for under the assumption of a normal
distribution. The slump in stock prices triggered by the equity crash of 1987, for
instance, amounted to something between 10 and 20 standard deviations. Considering
that under normality a seven standard deviations change should on average occur at
one day in three billion years, the assumption of normality seems inadequate.

Apart from possible shortcomings in VaR implementations one might ask what
VaR can really tell us about risk and what are the limitations of VaR as a risk measure.
By its sheer definition as a quantile of the profit–loss distribution, a VaR-figure does
not shed light on the dimension of extreme losses exceeding that figure. This is the first
reason why a complementary measure such as ES, MaxLoss or stress testing might be
necessary: they should capture potential extreme losses.
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Another important problem with VaR is that it is not a coherent risk measure.
Artzner et al. (1997) formulated some requirements on risk measures based on the
intuition that the risk of a portfolio is the amount of capital to be held in addition to
the portfolio to make the risk of the portfolio bearable. Risk measures should be
translation invariant (if we add a riskless asset to a portfolio, the risk of the new portfolio
should be the risk of the old portfolio minus the value of the riskless asset), it should be
sub-additive (the risk of the sum of two portfolios should be less than or equal to the sum
of the risks of the portfolios), homogeneous (the risk of the portfolio �P should be �
times the risk of P ) and monotone (if in all market states the value of portfolio P1 is
greater than the value of another portfolio P2, the risk of P1 should be smaller than the
risk of P2). Risk measures satisfying these four requirements are dubbed coherent.

VaR in general fails to be sub-additive. It is so only under rather restricted
conditions. For guaranteeing sub-additivity of VaR, the value of the portfolio has to be
a linear function of risk factors whose changes are elliptically distributed. Although it
is known theoretically (Artzner et al., 1997) that VaR is not subadditive, examples of
portfolios with sub-addivity violations of VaR involved rather exotic instruments or
distributions. Now here is an example which uses only simple European options.

Example 1. Assume that a bank sets itself a VaR-limit of EUR 70 mill.
Management gives Trading Desk A a VaR-limit of EUR 50 mill and Trading Desk B a
limit of EUR 20 mill. Some might consider this limit system to be conservative, since
diversification effects are expected to bring down the joint VaR of the two trading
desks well below the sum of the separate VaR of the two trading desks. But assume
now that both trading desks hold an option position in the same underlying. The
current value of the underlying is 10.000, Trading Desk A holds short a million
European puts with a strike of 9.200 and Trading Desk B holds short a million
European calls with a strike of 11.300. Assume both options mature in three months,
logarithmic returns are normally distributed with a volatility of 5 per cent, and the risk
free interest rate is also 5 per cent. If neither desk has any other position in its portfolio,
the VaR at the 95 per cent-level will be EUR 42.10 million for Trading Desk A and EUR
18.92 million for Trading Desk B. So both desks are comfortably below their VaR-
limits. And yet, the joint VaR of both portfolios is EUR 78.33 million – well above the
VaR-limit the bank set itself.

What is the economic intuition behind this example? Figure 1 shows the probability
distribution of the underlying, which is log-normally distributed with a volatility of 5 per
cent, together with the portfolio values for Trading Desk A (left) and B (right). The VaR
of each portfolio is given by the loss which is surpassed only in the 5 per cent worst
cases. The 5 per cent worst cases are at the left end of the distribution for the short puts
and at the right end of the distribution for the short calls. In Figure 2 we see the portfolio
value for the joint portfolio of both Trading Desks A and B. The 5 per cent worst cases
are 3.15 per cent at the left end of the distribution and 1.85 per cent at the right end.
Because the plot of the joint portfolio value bends downwards sharply on both the left
and the right end, the VaR of the joint portfolio is considerably higher than the sum of the
VaRs of the subportfolios. This effect can only occur for non-linear portfolios. (Because of
the non-linearity of the portfolios, VaR numbers in this example were not calculated with
equation (1) but with aMonte Carlo simulationwith 10,000 runs.)

This example shows that it is not safe to base a limit system on VaR numbers.
Furthermore, the use of VaR opens doors to regulatory arbitrage by splitting large
firms into smaller components and holding regulatory capital for the separate
components.
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2. Stress tests and MaxLoss
As a possible alternative to VaR, MaxLoss was proposed by Studer (1997). MaxLoss
can be looked at from two viewpoints: it can be seen as a risk measure, and as a
systematic way to perform stress tests[1].

Stress testing consists of selecting scenarios r according to specific criteria and
calculating the values of the current portfolio under these scenarios. These values are
given by P(r). Each r can be interpreted as one possible state of the market at the end of
the holding period. By comparing P(r) with the current value of the portfolio P(rCM) one
can assess the losses that would be incurred if the market moved from rCM to r without
allowing a chance for re-balancing the portfolio. Since counter-actions can be taken
during the holding period, these figures give an upper bound for the loss potential due
to market moves from rCM to r. In this set-up the portfolio is restricted to instruments
which do not depend on the whole evolution of some risk factors during the holding
period like e.g. path dependent options. Therefore, path dependent instruments would
require a more general set-up.

MaxLoss is a risk measure that can be interpreted as a worst case loss. For many
portfolios, there is no worst scenario since the portfolio function is not bounded from
below. But the plausibility of scenarios which are very far away from the present
market state rCM is very low. Therefore, we restrict attention to scenarios with
plausibility above a certain threshold of minimal plausibility. Any such set of scenarios
is called a ‘‘admissibility domain’’ (see Studer, 1999).

Among the advantages of MaxLoss over VaR, we only mention two. In contrast to
VaR, MaxLoss is essentially a coherent risk measure. Especially the sub-additivity
property always holds for MaxLoss. Therefore, MaxLoss can be the basis of a limit
system. Secondly, MaxLoss conveys information not only about the size of the MaxLoss,

Figure 1.
(Top) Probability density
of values of the
underlying S, log-
normally distributed with
a volatility of 5 per cent
and (bottom) portfolio
values for Trading Desk
A (left) and B (right)
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but also about the scenarios which cause the worst loss. This informationwill turn out to
be highly useful when it comes to finding measures to reduce risk if desired.

The single perhaps most important question in scenario analysis and stress testing
is which scenarios to consider. In MaxLoss calculations this question amounts to which
admissibility domain A should be chosen. There are two main requirements on stress
scenarios:

(1) Stress scenarios should lead to serious losses.

(2) Stress scenarios should have at least some minimal plausibility.

But how should we measure plausibility? Certainly the plausibility of a scenario should
be a probabilistic concept: The higher the probability of a move from the present
market state rCM to a scenarion r, the higher the plausibility of r. This implies that
scenarios which are more distant from the present market state will be less plausible.

Figure 2.
(Top) Probability density

of values of the
underlying S, log-

normally distributed with
a volatility of 5 per cent
and (bottom) portfolio

value for the joint
portfolio of both Trading

Desks A and B
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And scenarios which involve a move against the prevailing correlations will be less
plausible than scenarios involving a move along with the correlations.

There are several ways how this intuition can be turned into a concept of
plausibility. One could take plausibility to be the probability of all scenarios with a
lower value of the density function. Or one could take plausibility of a scenario to be the
distance of the scenario from the current market state rCM. In this case it is natural to
take as metric the Mahalanobis distance, since it accounts for correlations, unlike

the Euclidean metric. It is given by dðr � rCMÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðr � rCMÞT � ��1 � ðr � rCMÞ

q
.

The level surfaces of constant Mahalanobis distance from rCM are ellipsoids in Rn. In
the case of an elliptical distribution of risk factor changes, these coincide with the level
surfaces of the density function. In such a case it is the standard choice to take the
volumes of those ellipsoids as admissibility domains for scenario analysis.

The computational task now is to find within the admissibility domain the scenario
rwhich minimises P(r). This is not a trivial computational problem.

For a comparison of the performance of various algorithms we refer to Pistov�ccák
and Breuer (2004).

3. Determining key risk factors of a worst case scenario
In this section we will propose a way how to measure the risk contribution of a risk
factor. Traditionally risk contributions are defined for subportfolios, or more
specifically for single positions (assets) in the portfolio. Risk contributions of
subportfolios or assets are the basis for the allocation of risk capital. This is a topic
widely addressed in the literature (see Tasche, 1999; Denault, 2001; Martin et al., 2001;
Fischer, 2003; Kalkbrener, 2005).

In contrast we focus on the risk contribution of risk factors. In general there are many
assets depending on one risk factor. The number of risk factors usually is smaller than the
number of assets. Here we do not ask which subportfolios but which risk factors contribute
most to the worst case loss.What are the ‘‘key’’ risk factors of aworst-case scenario?

For VaR, one of several ways to measure the risk contribution of a subportfolio or a
position is incremental VaR (Martin et al., 2001). This is defined to be the change in
VaR when the exposure in the subportfolio is reduced by a certain amount or
percentage. Analogously one can define the incremental MaxLoss of a subportfolio. It is
the change in MaxLoss when the exposure in the subportfolio is reduced by a certain
amount or percentage.

The search for the key risk factors is a search for a small subset of risk factors which
can explain the loss under the worst-case scenario as much as possible. Let us take as the
k key risk factors those k risk factors which jointly have the highest MaxLoss contribution.

Definition 2. For some set of k risk factors the partial scenario is the one in which
those k risk factors take their worst case values and the other risk factors have their
current values. TheMaxLoss contribution of a set of k risk factors is the ratio of the loss
in the partial scenario over the full worst case loss.

It can happen that the loss in the partial scenario is higher than the worst case loss.
In this case the MaxLoss contribution is higher than 100 per cent. If this happens the
partial scenario is outside the admissibility domain. The task is to find a fairly small
set of risk factors which has a high MaxLoss contribution[2]. In Definition 2 we defined
the MaxLoss contribution of a set of k risk factors.

This is not equal to the sum of MaxLoss contributions of the k individual risk
factors, as Example 2 will show.
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When identifying the small sets of risk factors with high MaxLoss contributions it
is often a good guess to take the risk factors with the highest individual MaxLoss
contributions. But this is not always a good guess. Consider the following example in
which the MaxLoss cannot be explained by adding the effects of separate moves of
individual risk factors.

Example 2. Take a short call option on Japanese equity struck in USD. This option
belongs to the class of ‘‘currency-translated options’’, and as its name indicates, it is the
option on foreign equity (here the Nikkei 225 index), but the strike is denominated in
domestic currency (here USD). At expiry, the foreign equity is translated into the
domestic currency. As the strike price of the Nikkei we took XUSD= 116.15 USD. This
compares to a current value of the Nikkei 225 in USD of 13,215 � 0.008151= 107.71. So
at the time of calculation the option is slightly out of the money.

The portfolio has two main risk factors, namely the Nikkei 225 index (JPY.SE) and
the USD/JPYexchange rate (JPY.XS). Other risk factors, like USD 1-month government
zero rate, or the volatility of the Nikkei are neglected. At maturity the payoff to an
investor holding the long position in the ordinary call option on Nikkei 225 index
would be cJPY¼max(S�XJPY, 0) where S is the value of the Nikkei and X is the strike.
Both the strike X and the payoff c are denominated in the same currency as the
underlying, namely JPY. For an investor in the currency-translated option the payoff is
cUSD¼max(JPY.XS � S�XUSD , 0). We see that the strike and payoff are denominated in
USD, although the underlying Nikkei is denoted in JPY.

Figure 3 shows the portfolio value as a function of the two main risk factors. Their
values are taken from the RiskMetrics market data on March 23, 2001. Table I shows
the values of the risk factors in the current market state, in the worst case scenario, and
in the two partial scenarios rJPY.XS and rJPY.SE. In the current market state the value of
the portfolio is very close to 0. In the partial scenario rJPY.XS, only the risk factor JPY.XS
has its worst case value 0.008206 instead of its current value 0.008151, whereas the risk
factor JPY.SE is at its current value of 13,215. In this scenario the portfolio value does
not change much and still is close to 0. The same is true if the risk factor JPY.SE has its
worst case value of 14,076 instead of its current 13,215, as long as the risk factor
JPY.XS remains at its current value. But a joint move of JPY.SE and JPY.XS to their
worst case value 14,076 resp. 0.008206 leads to a severe loss of 1898. The worst case
loss cannot be explained by the move of a single risk factor or by adding the effects of
the moves of the individual risk factors.

This example might seem somewhat exotic. But a comparable situation involving
market and credit risk factors happened during the Russian crisis. Some European
banks held long FX forwards of the Russian Ruble RUR against the USD. The
European banks held the corresponding short positions with American banks. For the
European banks the risk factors involved are the USD/RUR rate and indicators of
default of the Russian counterparties. The market risk of these positions cancelled.
There would be no loss in a scenario in which the USD/RUR rate changed but the
default indicators indicate no default. Also in time of pegged exchange rates these
positions did not involve any credit risk. If one of the counterparties defaulted it was
possible to get the positions on the market at unchanged prices. There would be no loss
in a scenario in which the default indicator changed to indicating default but the USD/
RUR rate stayed at their levels. The worst case, however, happened and a devaluation
of the RUR was accompanied by a default of the Russian counterparties. In this
situation, in which both risk factors changed simultaneously, very harmful losses
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occured. This is another example of a portfolio where the loss of the worst case
scenario cannot be accounted for by changes in single risk factors.

These examples can easily be translated into an argument that the risk factors with
the highest individual MaxLoss contribution need not be the key risk factors. A
portfolio might consist of the above currency translated option, together with some
other instruments not depending on JPY.SE and JPY.XS. Assume that the MaxLoss is
mainly due to the loss of the currency translated option when JPY.SE and JPY.XS move
jointly. Then JPY.SE and JPY.XS will probably not be the risk factors with the highest
individual MaxLoss contribution. But, since we defined the k key risk factor as the k
risk factors which jointly have the largest MaxLoss contribution, JPY.SE and JPY.XS
will be among the key risk factors whenever we take k� 2.

Figure 3.
The value of currency-
translated option as a
function of Nikkei
(JPY.SE) and USD/JPY
exchange rate (JPY.XS)

Table I.
Probability density of
values of the underlying
S, log-normally
distributed with a
volatility of 5%

rCM rWC rJPY.XS rJPY.SE MaxLoss contr.

JPY.SE 13,215 14,076 13,215 14,076 0.3%
JPY.XS 0.008151 0.008206 0.008206 0.008151 0%
Loss 0 1898 0 6.15

Notes: Portfolio values for Trading Desk A (left) and B (right). The value at risk of each
portfolio is given by the loss which is surpassed only in the 5 per cent worst cases
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The risk factors with the highest MaxLoss contribution can be considered key risk
factors of the portfolio. Sometimes these will be the risk factors with the highest
contribution to portfolio return. But they need not be. These are the interesting cases
for risk-return management.

4. Intuitive risk-return management with worst case analysis
Risk-return management deals with portfolio optimisation. The goal is select a
portfolio with higher expected returns and/or with lower risk. Does it matter for
portfolio optimisation how we measure risk? As a consequence of Proposition 1, for
linear portfolios and in the presence of elliptic distributions, it does not matter whether
risk is measured by variance, VaR, ES- or MaxLoss: the mean-variance, mean-VaR,
mean-ES, and mean-MaxLoss optimisation problems are equivalent.

But it should be remembered that the practical relevance of these results is restricted.
First, mean-variance optimisation itself seems to be of limited practical relevance due to
its lack of robustness (Michaud, 1998; Victoria-Feser, 2000). Secondly, these results only
apply to linear portfolios. For non-linear portfolios mean-VaR, mean-ES and mean-
MaxLoss optimisation are not equivalent. For a non-linear option portfolio Breuer et al.
(2002) show the efficiency of risk-return management based onMaxLoss.

In the financial industries there is widespread scepticism towards the blind use of
numerical optimisation algorithms in portfolio selection. Perhaps this scepticism is due to
the lack of robustness of optimised portfolios produced by mean-variance optimisation.
In this section we are going to propose a way how in risk-return management MaxLoss
can give intuitive guidelines, not a numerical optimisation strategy:

(1) Determine MaxLoss and theWorst Case Scenario of the given portfolio.

(2) Calculate for each risk factor the average historical returns and the ratio
‘‘individual MaxLoss contribution/portfolio weight’’

(3) Reduce the weight of risk factors with low average returns and high ratios
‘‘individual MaxLoss contribution/portfolio weight’’. Increase the weight of risk
factors with high average returns and low ratios ‘‘individual MaxLoss
contribution/portfolio weight’’.

The basic idea of this recipe is to rebalance the portfolio so as to ‘‘minimise MaxLoss’’
without compromising on expected returns. Let us look at an example to see how
this works. We consider a sample Portfolio A modelled on the portfolio of a real
investment fund. Portfolio A is widely diversified. This diversification should make the
portfolio resistent to adverse moves in specific markets, and should produce high returns
and relatively low risk. The portfolio consists of positions in the following indices:

JAGALLE: J.P. Morgan European Monetary Union Bond Index

SBWGUII: Salomon Brothers World Government Bond Index

SBMTIII: Salomon Brothers Mortgage Bond Index

MLHMAU: Merryl Lynch High Yield Master Bond Index

JPMTOT: J.P. Morgan Emerging Market Index

MSWRLD: MSCIWorld Equity Index

NAREEQU: National Association of Real Estate

Investment Trust Equity Index

MSEMKF: MSCI Emerging Market Equity Index
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The value of Portfolio A is gauged to be EUR 100 m as of August 31, 2001. The
weights of the asset classes are given in Table II (column 4). As a function of these
indices the portfolio value is linear. For this portfolio we have a one-to-one relation
between subportfolios (asset classes) and risk factors.

We put ourselves in the position of the portfolio manager on August 31, 2001, which
is the end of the last month before 9/11. The manager wants to increase expected
returns and/or reduce MaxLoss on the basis of what she knows on August 31, 2001,
using monthly data starting December 31, 1990, and ending August 31, 2001. MaxLoss
was computed for an elliptic admissibility domain with a probability of 0.95 and
covariance matrix determined from historical data with weights decaying
exponentially. The resulting worst case scenario is listed in Table II (column 2).

Table II shows for each asset class unconditional historical returns up to August
2001, and weight in Portfolio A. Table III shows for each asset class various risk
measures (with ranks). These are

. historical volatility calculated with weights decaying exponentially over the full
observational period;

. incremental VaR: the change in VaR brought about by reducing exposure in the
relevant asset class by 1% of the total portfolio value, i.e. by 1m EUR. The
sharper the reduction in VaR brought about by reducing the exposure, the higher
the contribution of this asset class to VaR;

. incremental MaxLoss: the change in MaxLoss brought about by reducing
exposure in the relevant asset class by 1 per cent of the total portfolio value, i.e.
by 1 m EUR. (In the table MaxLoss is abbreviated as ML.);

. the MaxLoss contribution of each individual asset class, as defined in Definition
2 for k¼ 1;

. the ratio of MaxLoss contribution and weight of each asset class.

We observe several facts, some expected, some unexpected. (1) Volatility of asset class
returns is not a satisfactory risk measure because it does not take into account
correlations. (2) Incremental VaR produces a different ranking than incremental
MaxLoss, in spite of the fact that as a function of portfolio weights VaR and MaxLoss
are proportional. (3) MSWRLD has the highest MaxLoss contribution because of its
overwhelming weight in Portfolio A. (4) The ranking of incremental MaxLoss is similar
to the ranking of the ratio of MaxLoss contribution and weights.

Since we are interested in reducing risk measured as MaxLoss the most appropriate
risk measure for asset classes is incremental MaxLoss. The computational effort to

Table II.
Returns (with ranks) and
weights of asset classes
in portfolio A

Asset class rWC (%)
Average monthly

return (%) rk
Portfolio A
weights (%)

MSWRLD �22.18 0.58 7 40.83
JPMPTOT �15.60 1.25 1 6.50
MLHMAU �6.98 0.84 3 12.50
MSEMKF �27.31 0.70 5 4.17
SBWGUII �3.89 0.56 8 9.50
NAREEQU �6.11 1.09 2 5.00
JAGALLE �0.71 0.73 4 11.50
SBMTIII �0.86 0.66 6 10.00
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calculate incremental MaxLoss of an asset class is high because it involves a new
solution of the optimisation problem determining MaxLoss and the Worst Case
Scenario. The quantity ‘‘MaxLoss contribution/weight’’ is much easier to calculate
because it involves only one portfolio evaluation and one division. For portfolios with
many risk factors this advantage is even more pronounced. Calculating incremental
MaxLoss for 10 risk factors involves ten 10-dimensional optimisation problems.
Calculating incremental MaxLoss for 100 risk factors involves hundred 100-
dimensional optimisation problems. Since the ratio ‘‘MaxLoss contribution/weight’’
produces a ranking similar to incremental MaxLoss but is much faster to calculate we
use this ratio in the following considerations.

Using the returns in the third column of Table II and risk numbers in the last column
of the bottom table of Table III, we tried to create a new Portfolio B by reducing the
weight of asset classes with high risk and low returns. This is an intuivite procedure of
portfolio improvement, not an algorithmic portfolio optimisation. The asset weights in
the new portfolio result from judgement based on the risk and return of the asset classes
as displayed in the third column of Table II and in the last column of Table II. The new
weights are not not determined by numerical optimisation algorithms.

For example, MSEMKF has the highest risk and an average return, therefore we
reduced the portfolio weight from 4.17 per cent to 1 per cent. MSWRLD has the second
highest risk and only ranks seventh in return, so we reduced its weight from 40.83 per
cent to 20 per cent. NAREEQU has the second highest return, but in riskiness it ranks
6th. Therefore we increased its weight from 5 per cent to 16 per cent. SBMTIII has the
lowest risk but is only rank 6 in returns, so we increased the weight from 11.5 per cent
to 15 per cent. Finally we increased MLHMAU from 12.5 per cent to 18.5 per cent
because the risk is average and the return is relatively high.

Our goal for the new portfolio was to reduce risk and perhaps increase return. Did
we succeed? MaxLoss of Portfolio A as of August 31, 2001 was 12.4 per cent; MaxLoss
of the Portfolio B is only 8.8 per cent. This is a MaxLoss reduction by almost a third.
VaR of the Portfolio A was 3.9 per cent; VaR of the Portfolio B is 2.7 per cent – again a
risk reduction by almost a third.

Now let us look at performance. The average monthly return between 1990 and
August 2001 increased from 0.75 per cent to 0.9 per cent. This does not come as a
surprise since we took into consideration these past return data when composing the
new portfolio. Figure 4 shows the in-sample (December 1990–August 2001) and the
out-of-sample (September 2001–February 2002) evolution of Portfolios A and B. Both

Table III.
Various risk measures

(with ranks) of
asset classes

Asset class vola (%) rk inc VaR rk inc ML rk ML ctb (%) rk ML ctb/weight rk

MSWRLD 4.88 3 �43,405 2 �173,502 2 70.88 1 1.74 2
JPMPTOT 5.30 2 233,691 6 �121,954 3 8.71 2 1.34 3
MLHMAU 1.96 5 216,937 5 �19,964 5 5.32 4 0.43 5
MSEMKF 7.46 1 �139,286 1 �216,876 1 8.37 3 2.01 1
SBWGUII 1.88 6 234,986 7 15,849 7 3.38 5 0.36 6
NAREEQU 3.70 4 168,660 4 2,457 6 2.26 6 0.45 4
JAGALLE 1.06 7 340,861 8 �24,773 4 0.80 8 0.08 8
SBMTIII 1.00 8 60,108 3 51,891 8 1.13 7 0.10 7

Notes: Volatility (vola), incremental VaR (inc VaR), incremental MaxLoss (inc ML), and MaxLoss
contribution divided by asset weight (ML ctb/weight)
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portfolios were gauged to a value of 100 m EUR in August 2001. The superior in-
sample-performance can be seen from the fact that for Portfolio B an initial investment
of only 30 m EURwas needed, whereas we had to invest 37 m EUR in the Portfolio A in
order to achieve a value of 100 m by the end of August 2001. The superior out-of-
sample-performance can be seen in the last few months of Figure 4, with a blow-up in
Figure 5. These show the development of portfolio values after August 2001, including
9/11. The market data after August 2001 have not been used when we determined the
new portfolio weights. We see that the new portfolio performs considerably better in
this out-of-sample comparison. So if we had rebalanced our portfolio at the end of
August 2001 on the basis of MaxLoss calculations performed at that time, we would
have reduced risk and increased return for the time after August with the 9/11 stress.

5. Outlook
Where does all this leave us? We know that VaR is not a coherent risk measure.
Example 1 shows that the violation of coherence can be a serious problem not just for
portfolios with exotic instruments, but also for portfolios with plain vanilla European

Figure 4.
Value evolution of
portfolio A (original) and
portfolio B (new) over the
whole observation period

Figure 5.
Value evolution of
portfolio A (original) and
portfolio B (new) during
the out-of-sample period
from August 2001 to
February 2002, including
the stress of 9/11
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options. For linear portfolios and under elliptical distributions, VaR, ES, and MaxLoss
are equivalent. Still, there can be differences in the practical usefulness of these risk
measures. We proposed an intuitive nonalgorithmic procedure for risk-return
management of linear portfolios. This procedure was based on risk calculations using
MaxLoss rather than VaR.

Future work could investigate the feasibililty of algorithmic portfolio optimisation
for non-linear portfolios. Due to the break-down of proportionality of VaR, ES, and
MaxLoss, efficient portfolios will differ depending on which risk measure we use for
the risk-return analysis. It remains to be seen whether the composition of efficient
portfolios is more robust whenwe measure risk by ES or MaxLoss.

Notes

1. Stress tests and risk measures are related not just in the case of MaxLoss. Artzner et al.
(1997) show that all coherent risk measures can be represented as

�ðPÞ ¼ sup
w2W

Ewð�PÞ

for some set W of probability measures on Rn. Ew is the expectation under the
probability measure w. The probability measures w can be considered as generalised
scenarios. If w is a point measure with support equal to the point r= (r1, r2, . . . , rn), then
Ew(�P) is �P(r1, r2, . . ., rn). If we take W to be a set of point measures, then �(P) is the
lowest portfolio value in the scenarios which support the measures in W. The risk
measure induced by such a W is essentially equivalent to the MaxLoss over the set of
scenarios supporting the measures in W.

2. Given the maximal number k of risk factors to be reported, one should identify the subset
of k risk factors with the highest MaxLoss contribution. This selection problem is a discrete
optimisation problem, for which various types of algorithms are available, for example
Simulated Annealing (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) or Memetic Algorithms (Moscato, 1999).
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Abstract

Purpose – The paper surveys the risks and rewards of asset securitisation and illustrates how this
structured finance technique can lift credit constraints to small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
as banks to turn more conservative in their lending in response to more risk-sensitive capital
requirements for credit risk.
Design/methodology/approach – The mechanics of securitisation provide an analytical
framework and perspective for our analysis of conditions for sustainable SME securitisation and
its potential contribution to greater risk diversification of both issuers and investors. The paper also
elicits lessons to be learned for essential regulatory and policy measures to guide a sound
development of securitisation markets from an empirical review of SME securitisation in Germany.
Findings – The paper finds that the structural versatility of securitisation offers economic benefits
irrespective of the configuration of the financial system. The development of a viable securitisation
market for SME-related claims in a bank-based financial system is likely to require financial sector
initiatives, whose scope and intensity might be enhanced by development agencies. Orchestrated
policy efforts make for a benign strategy to incubate SME securitisation in a timely fashion, while
keeping legal uncertainty and economic attrition to a minimum.
Originality/value – As opposed to previous papers, the paper defines and discusses SME
securitisation from both the perspective of bank- and firm-sponsored securitisation and issue hands-
on recommendations for its efficient implementation.
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Just as the electronics industry was formed when the vacuum tubes were replaced by
transistors, and transistors were then replaced by integrated circuits, the financial services
industry is being transformed now that securitised credit is beginning to replace traditional
lending. Like other technological transformations, this one will take place over the years, not
overnight. We estimate it will take 10 to 15 years for structured securitised credit to replace to
displace completely the classical lending system – not a long time, considering that the
fundamentals of banking have remained essentially unchanged since the Middle Ages
(Lowell L. Bryan[1]).

1. Objective
Although many financial institutions, large corporates, quasi-government agencies
and even local governments and municipalities have recently begun to issue
securitised debt on diverse asset classes, the securitisation paradigm has been largely
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confined to liquid asset types, which has consigned the securitisation of payment
obligations from small- and medium-sized businesses (SMEs) to sporadic captive
finance transactions. However, in countries, where industrial foundation is made up in
large part by SMEs, the securitisation of business loans offers an interesting funding
alternative to traditional channels of external finance captive to a pervasive bank-
based financial system.

The following paper acknowledges the topical nature of asset securitisation and
probes the impact of its attendant benefits and drawbacks on the refinancing decision
of financial institutions and firms. As the revised proposal of the Basel Accord causes
banks to turn more conservative in their lending to SMEs, the analysis focuses on how
asset securitisation can lift present credit constraints and spur private sector credit to
SMEs. The mechanics of securitisation provide an analytical framework and
perspective for the analysis of conditions for sustainable SME securitisation and its
potential contribution to greater risk diversification of both issuers and investors. We
also elicit salient lessons to be learned for essential regulatory and policy measures to
guide a sound development of securitisation markets from an empirical review of SME
securitisation in Germany as pars pro toto of asset securitisation in a bank-centred
financial system with a strong presence of SMEs. The utility of this instructive yet
concise exercise is to set the stage for a comprehensive debate about use of securitised
debt as an alternative refinancing mechanism for SMEs regardless of whether the
financial system tends to be dominated by banks or capital markets. As opposed to
previous papers, we define and discuss SME securitisation from both the perspective
of bank- and firm-sponsored securitisation.

The paper is structured as follows. After a brief definition of asset securitisation, we
describe the key benefits and investment risks associated with asset securitisation in
sections 3 and 4. Section 5 specially focuses on the securitisation of SME-related
claims, such as SME loans held by banks or trade receivables owed to SMEs. Section 6
provides a synopsis of the German approach to SME securitisation. Section 7
concludes.

2. Definition of asset securitisation
2.1. The motivation of securitisation
Asset securitisation is a structured finance technique that allows for credit to be
provided directly to market processes rather than through financial intermediaries.
Securitisation describes the process and the result of converting regular and
classifiable cash flows from a diversified pool of illiquid existing or future assets of
similar type, size and risk category into tradable, debt and equity obligations (liquidity
transformation and asset diversification process). These obligations are issued by
either the asset originator or a non-recourse, single-asset finance company (‘‘special-
purpose vehicle’’ (SPV)) as subordinated, negotiable contingent claims (‘‘tranches’’)
with varying seniority and maturity, backed by the credit and payment performance of
securitised assets (integration and differentiation process). Tranches represent different
slices of risk (Wighton, 2005)[2]. Typically a three-tier securitisation structure of junior,
mezzanine and senior tranches concentrates expected losses in a small equity-like,
junior tranche, which bears the majority of the credit exposure (‘‘first loss position’’
(FLP)), and shifts most unexpected risk to larger, more senior tranches, which display
distinctly different risk profiles. Both investment return (principal and interest
repayment) and losses associated with the underlying reference portfolio are allocated
among the various tranches through prioritised contractual repartitioning (Telpner,
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2003). This risk sharing arrangement creates a leverage effect on constituent tranches,
whose distinct risk-return profiles can be tailored to specific investment preferences.

In principal, securitisation registers as an alternative, market-based refinancing and
risk transfer mechanism to diversify external sources of funding profitable economic
activity at most resourceful factor input and efficient cost of capital in lieu of
intermediated debt finance. Securitisation substitutes capital market-based finance for
credit finance by sponsoring financial relationships without the lending and deposit-
taking capabilities of banks (disintermediation). It allows issuers to raise funds and
improve their liquidity position without increasing their on-balance sheet liabilities and
capital base in a bid to refinance asset origination or investments (funding motive)
(Zweig, 2002; Fabozzi, 2001; Altrock and Rieso, 1999; Weiss, 1999; Schwarcz, 1997;
Bhattacharya and Fabozzi, 1996)[3]. Issuers lower their financing cost from issuing a
securities backed by the performance of segregated credit exposures at a cost of capital
that might not be possible on account of the issuer’s own credit rating. Hence,
securitisation substantiates more cost efficient terms of external finance (Skarabot,
2002; Rosenthal and Ocampo, 1988) without compromising the profit-generating
capacity of assets, which continue to be serviced by the originator in most cases.

There is not a single theory for the economic tenet of securitisation. Aside from
being a flexible and efficient off-balance sheet source of funding, securitisation also
serves to:

(1) reduce both economic cost of capital (as the degree of asset exposure associated
with asset funding) and regulatory minimum capital requirements (by lower
bad debt provisions)[4] as a balance sheet restructuring tool (regulatory and
economic motive);

(2) diversify asset exposures (especially interest rate risk and currency risk) as
issuers repackage receivables into a reference portfolio (or collateral) of
securitisable assets (hedging motive);

(3) curtail balance sheet growth and realise certain accounting objectives and
balance sheet patterns as some accounting standards allow issuers recognise
the gain (or loss) equal to the present value of the expected cash flows
generated from a true sale of securitised assets;

(4) overcome agency costs of asymmetric information in external finance (e.g.
‘‘underinvestment’’ and ‘‘asset substitution’’ problems) due to more information-
intensive origination of claims and greater operational efficiency; and

(5) improve asset-liability management, as the issuance of securitised debt funds
assets whose future cash flows are matched to the repayment schedule of debt
investors[5].

While the first three arguments are more pertinent to the advantages of securitisation
enjoyed by financial institutions, the last two aspects are particularly instrumental to
the efficient capital management of non-financial corporate issuers. Corporate issues
also greatly benefit from limited information disclosure and the retention of capital
control (Zweig, 1989). Securitisation helps issuers raise public finance without
extensive disclosure of proprietary information, as deal information is mostly confined
to the characteristics of a designated pool of securitised assets and the degree to which
structural arrangements are affected by the creditworthiness of the issuer, such as
servicing capabilities. The issuers also retain much of the earning power of securitised
assets without the sale of the business franchise as a source of competitive advantage.
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The seller does not only receive cash flows from servicing fees, but also holds an equity
claim on any residual revenue of the SPV and excess collateral upon redemption of
issued debt (see Figure 1).

From an investor perspective, securitisation extends the choice of different high-
quality investments instruments, whose price competition engenders a more efficient
market valuation of securitised exposures and greater overall liquidity of capital
markets. As opposed to ordinary credit-sensitive assets, a securitised claim on a
promised credit performance constitutes tradable credit risk, which facilitates the
synthetic assembly and dynamic adjustment of credit portfolios via capital markets
and establishes a secondary market for the fair evaluation of securitised credit risk.
Investors of securitised debt can quickly adjust their investment holdings at low
transaction costs in response to a change of personal risk sensitivity, market sentiment
or consumption preferences.

The growing popularity of securitisation is largely attributable to the flexible
security design, which allows issuers to devise almost an infinite number of ways to
transfer asset risk between banks, non-bank financial institutions, insurance
companies and other money managers[6]. Although the transformation, fragmentation
and re-distribution of credit risk brings greater diversification within the financial
system, the structural complexity of securitisation has generated concerns about the
accumulation of interest rate risks, the potential for errors in the rating and pricing of
multi-layered security designs and shortcomings of analytical models in assessing
risks of rare, but large systemic shocks. Issuers have a wide range of support
mechanisms at their disposal to improve the quality of securitised assets and protect
investor interest. Debt securities issued in securitisation transactions generally feature
lower levels of investment risk than the underlying credit exposures thanks to the
benefits from diversification and integrated structural protection against credit,
market and liquidity risk. For instance, potential timing mismatch between repayment
from the securitised assets and investor payout to issued debt securities requires tight
interest and cash flow management. Commonly liquidity facilities are set aside in the
form of back-up lines to cover liquidity shortfalls and to guarantee the full refinancing
of a SPV as issuing agent. Even more importantly, the external rating assessment of
securitisation transactions strongly hinges on visible signs of credit risk protection.
In many cases of issuers resort to over-collateralisation by transferring credit risk at a
cash discount, implicit guarantees through the cash flow structure and/or external

Issuing  Vehicle

Asset Originator/
Sponsoring

Entity

Underlying
reference  asset  portfolio

Capital  Market  Investors
(Primary/SecondaryMarket)21

Originators  transfer  bank  
assets  to  a
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SPV  issues  debt  securities
(asset-backed)  to  investors,

typically  structured
into  various  classes,  

rated by one or more rating
agencies, underwritten by
the sponsoring bank and

sold to institutional
investors.

Figure 1.
The securitisation process
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third-party guarantees in order to provide credit enhancement to investors in issued
debt securities[7].

Issuers engage in either traditional/true sale or synthetic securitisation. In a true
sale transaction structure the originator sheds the asset risk associated with a selected
pool of on-balance sheet exposures by selling them to a SPV (‘‘conduit’’)[8], which takes
legal title to the assets. Such single-purpose securitisation conduits are completely
remote from the asset originator in terms of economic and legal recourse (‘‘bankruptcy-
proof’’) (Böhringer et al., 2001; Sullivan, 1998). The SPV collateralises the purchased
asset portfolio and refinances itself by issuing multiple classes of asset-backed
securities (and equity) with different degrees of risk to capital market investors. By
unloading credits off their books, loan originators reduce their economic (and
regulatory) capital charge, and, at the same time, may use liquid funds from the
proceeds of the true sale to refinance future lending activity[9]. SPVs may also support
synthetic transactions[10], where issuers create generic debt securities, so-called credit-
linked notes (CLN), out of derivative structured claims on securitised assets to reduce
economic cost of capital and raise cash from borrowing against existing assets and
receivables. Synthetic transactions only transfer unwanted risk exposure of a
specifically defined asset pool without placing assets under the control of investors
through a transfer of legal title. This mechanism also allows (asset) originators
themselves to securitise assets through derivative transactions without a SPV as
underwriting agent. Based on this expository definition of asset-backed securitisation
(ABS) let us now survey the economic benefits and risks of asset securitisation.

3. Key benefits of asset securitisation
The economic reasoning of securitisation hinges on the ability of issuers as profitable
enterprises to maximise shareholder value as the principal goal of economic activity.
Management decisions evaluate the economic impact of competing strategic and
operational objectives on shareholder value. Financial activities within business
entities have to be geared to support the realisation of profitable objectives to what
capital markets deem as attainable levels of economic efficiency. Securitisation confers
upon issuers mainly financial advantages related to more competitive capital
management through efficient asset funding. Further objectives of securitisation might
also include active balance sheet restructuring, market-oriented risk management of
credit risk and diversified liquidity (Bär, 1997, 1998). Hence, from a capital market
perspective, it is imperative to assess how these aspects of securitisation affect the
(shareholder) value of the issuer and whether the trade-off between envisaged benefits
and attendant drawbacks yields positive payoffs to both issuers and investors.

3.1. Risk management, private information and capital structure choice
Risk management is a transmission and control mechanism, which encapsulates
different approaches of how firms choose between the risk-return profiles of alternative
(investment) strategies to maximise shareholder value. Asset securitisation is one
operational means of risk management, which allows issuers to reallocate,
commoditise and transfer different types of risks (e.g. credit risk, interest rate risk,
liquidity risk or pricing risk) to capital market investors at a fair market price. While
banks and other financial institutions view securitisation as an expedient means to
evade inconsistent regulatory capital charges for credit exposures of similar risk
(‘‘optimisation of regulatory capital’’) to achieve greater specialisation in areas of
comparative advantage, non-financial entities would employ securitisation primarily
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for the liquidity management of existing trade receivables, the avoidance of asset
substitution and underinvestment and the reduction of the agency cost from
asymmetric information in asset funding.

According to Greenbaum and Thakor (1987), private information about the originated
assets would induce financial institutions to prefer the securitisation of better quality
assets to mitigate their regulatory capital requirement for ‘‘overcharged’’ asset exposures,
whilst worse quality assets are retained. For this selective bias to be economically
sustainable, issuers must extract positive payoffs from trading off the benefits from
securitising low-risk reference portfolios against increased bankruptcy risk. Private
information might also find an outlet in securitisation if issuers aim to achieve greater
specialisation in sourcing and monitoring as areas of comparative advantage (Berger
and Udell, 1993). For instance, private economic rents from bank lending explain the
prominence of asset securitisation as a risk management tool. Especially, informational
rents from SME lending in heavily bank-centred financial systems and the rather
unfavourable rating grade distribution of typical SME loan portfolios (see Figure 2)
make loan securitisation a perfect candidate for efficient risk management.

Asset securitisation might also redress conflicts of interest between creditors and
shareholders in the capital structure choice of firms concerning possible agency costs
from ‘‘underinvestment’’ (Myers, 1977, 1984) and ‘‘asset substitution’’ (Jensen and
Meckling, 1976) due to excessive levels of debt or the presence of non-value
maximising investment behaviour respectively. James (1988) as well as Benveniste and
Berger (1987) show that securitisation tranches resemble secured debt, whose agency
costs may be lower than for unsecured debt (Berkovitch and Kim, 1990; Stulz and
Johnson, 1985). Similar to secured debt, securitisation allows issuers to appropriate
partial debt holder wealth by carving out a defined pool of assets to satisfy securitised
debt claims, which do not capture gains from the firm’s future investments. This
prioritisation of debtor claims alleviates underinvestment and renders existing debt
less inhibitive on the realisation of new investment opportunities. Nonetheless, the
securitised debt could possibly expropriate claimholder wealth if the proceeds from
securitisation are misallocated without disciplinary power by claimholders (Lockwood
et al., 1996; Lang et al., 1995; Pennacchi, 1988). Consistent with conventional thinking
about the capital structure choice, issuers with high agency costs of debt and/or low
growth prospects should be more likely to engage in asset securitisation.
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We also need to investigate the effects of asset securitisation on the capital
structure decision as a funding choice under asymmetric information. Under the
pecking order theory (Myers and Majluf, 1984) issuers with severe information
asymmetry problems would prefer to issue secured debt (i.e. asset-backed), which
carries lower agency cost, because investors receive their repayment directly from a
diversified pool of asset exposures insulated from the issuer (Shyam-Sunder and
Myers, 1999). The trade-off theory would restrict this choice only to thoses cases
where the marginal benefit of debt outweighs the associated amount of agency and
financial distress cost. Hence, under the pecking order and trade-off theory asset
securitisation is the refinancing instrument of choice for cash-strapped issuers, whose
high agency costs of asymmetric information debar them from other forms of external
finance.

3.2. Equity return, imputed cost of equity and economic risk transfer
The analysis of the benefits associated with asset securitisation as a funding alternative
to traditional on-balance sheet debt finance also needs to consider the role of equity in the
capital structure of issuers. The assessment of securitisation on the basis of the cost of
debt alone essentially ignores what could be viewed as a conscious capital structure
decision of ‘‘leverage in disguise’’. In the following section we examine the leverage effect
of securitisation on the return on equity and the imputed (calculative) cost of equity
(‘‘capital coverage’’) (Röchling, 2002) for a true sale structure, which by definition changes
the balance sheet composition of the asset originator[11]. We illustrate the effect of asset
securitisation on both economic cost of capital and the imputed cost of equity.

First, we specify the total cost of funding as the weighted average cost of capital
(WACC)[12]

WACC ¼ kE � E

E þ D
þ kD � D

E þ D
ð1Þ

where the cost of equity kE and the cost of debt kD are weighted by the market value-
based proportion of equity and debt in the capital structure (Damodaran, 1996). The
imputed cost of equity kIE is defined as the contribution margin from the cost of equity
over the cost of capital of 100 per cent debt finance (i.e. full leverage), so that

kIE ¼ WACC� kD ¼ kEE þ kDD � kDðE þ DÞ
E þ D

¼ EðkE � kDÞ
E þ D

¼ kE � kD

ðE þ DÞ=E ð2Þ

A numerical example illustrates the effect of (true sale) securitisation on the imputed
(economic) cost of equity. Let us assume that the issuer holds exactly 8 per cent equity
(which would match the 8 per cent minimum capital requirement of banks for 100 per
cent risk-weighted assets and no risk weight reduction under Basel Accord (Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision, 2004)[13] and shareholder require at least 15
per cent return on equity, given a cost of debt of 5 per cent at a debt-to-equity ratio of
0.08/0.92� 8.7 per cent (see Table I). Hence, the imputed cost of equity before
securitisation amounts to

kIEbefore
¼ EðkE � kDÞ

E þ D
¼ 0:08ð0:15� 0:05Þ

0:08þ 0:92
¼ 0:008 � 0:8 per cent ð3Þ
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By accepting a FLP of 3 per cent, the issuer now holds 3 per cent instead of 8 per cent
equity after completion of the securitisation transaction. The imputed cost of equity
has fallen from 0.80 per cent to

kIEbefore
¼ EðkE � kDÞ

E þ D
¼ 0:03ð0:15� 0:0525Þ

0:03þ 0:97
¼ 0:002925 � 0:29 per cent: ð4Þ

In our calculation, the reduction of the imputed cost of equity by 0.51 per cent percentage
points in off-balance sheet refinancing stems from lower capital coverage, which could
eventually reach zero in the extreme case of full leverage. In order to gauge the
implications of different levels of imputed (marginal) cost of equity on shareholder
return, we consider the net return of securitisation before and after including the cost of
equity. We subtract the ‘‘total direct cost of debt’’ (weighted cost of debt, expected loan
loss and the cost of credit enhancement (in the case of securitisation)) from the expected
‘‘return on securitisable assets’’ (‘‘return on available assets’’) for off-balance sheet (on-
balance sheet) funding in order to derive the net return before the weighted cost of equity
before (after) securitisation. Dividing this result by total equity capital yields the return
on equity, which is clearly higher in the case of the off-balance debt refinancing (21.92 per
cent) compared to conventional on-balance sheet funding (17.50 per cent).

The off-balance sheet conversion of securitised assets through the issuance of
securitised debt also involves a change in the riskiness of debt as the return on equity
increases. The default distribution of securitised assets shall serve as a straightforward
example to illustrate this point. Since issuers commonly retain a FLP as ‘‘concentrated
risk exposure’’ to cover expected losses (see Figure 3), any loss in excess of FLP is
transferred to capital market investors via securitised debt. Although the weighted
cost of debt increases in a higher debt-to-equity ratio, the transfer of economic risk

Table I.
Simplified calculation of
imputed cost of capital
and net return from the
leverage effect of asset
securitisation

On-balance sheet funding Off-balance sheet funding

Debt capital 92.00 Debt 97.00
Equity capital 8.00 Equity 3.00
Total capital 100.00 Total capital 100.00
Return of available assets 7.00 Return of securitisable assets 7.00
Weighted cost of equity (CoE) 1.20 Weighted cost of equity (CoE) 0.45
Weighted cost of debt (CoD) 4.60 Weighted cost of debt (CoD) 5.09
Risk-free rate 4.50 Risk-free rate 4.50
Corporate risk spread 0.50 Corporate risk spread 0.50

ABS structuring cost 0.25

WACC 5.80 WACC 5.55
Imputed cost of equity 0.80 Imputed cost of equity 0.29
Expected (credit) loss (EL) 1.00 Expected (credit) loss (EL) 1.00

Credit enhancement (CE) 0.25
Total direct cost (CoDþEL) 5.60 Total direct cost (CoDþELþCE) 6.34

Net return Net return
Before CoE 1.40 Before CoE 0.66
After CoE 0.20 After CoE 0.21

Return on equity (RoE) 17.50 Return on equity (RoE) 21.92

Note: All figures are percentages
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implied by the reduction in equity (as FLP) from 8 to 3 per cent alters the issuer’s
residual risk exposure from credit default and caps the loss distribution at the
probability of expected default loss.

This risk sharing arrangement creates leveraged investment, where the risk-return
profile of issued tranches differs from the risk-return profile of direct investment in the
underlying assets (Jobst, 2005a, b, d). The leveraged loss exposure of securitised debt
relative to the overall notional amount of securitised assets depends on the level of
expected loss covered by the issuer through FLP (‘‘enhancement level’’), which makes
securitised debt less sensitive to moderate value changes of securitised assets. At the
same time, the retention of ‘‘concentrated risk exposure’’ lowers the amount of required
economic (equity) capital if ex ante total default loss (i.e. expected and unexpected loss)
from securitised assets originally exceeded FLP. If the resultant decrease of the
imputed cost of equity from economic risk transfer releases liquid funds at a higher net
return after cost of equity asset securitisation increases total return on equity of the
issuing firm. Note that the configuration of securitisation itself might imply interest
rate and liquidity risk (see section 3.1) depending on the nature of the underlying
reference portfolio of securitised assets and the security design of the transaction at
hand, which complicate the economic rationale of securitisation beyond this admittedly
simplified illustration (see section 5).
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4. General investment risks in asset securitisation
Securitisation is commonly understood as an important risk management tool, mainly
because its inherent differentiation and integration process (‘‘risk restructuring’’)
allows issuers to reduce their cost of investment funding by segregating the risk
exposure of a designated pool of assets[15]. However, the conversion of balance-sheet
risk into marketable securitised debt involves refined and complicated financial
structures, which affect how credit (or asset) risk, market risk, liquidity risk and
operational risk concur in securitised debt (see Figure 4). The degree of investment risk
in asset securitisation stems from two areas, namely (i) the characteristics and
performance of existing and/or future receivables and other financial assets as sources
of payments (collateral level) as well as (ii) the allocation and distribution of payments
from securitised assets to holders of the various tranches of issued debt securities
(security level) in accordance with specific payment priorities and loss tolerance levels.

4.1. Credit risk
First and foremost, investors in securitisation transactions are concerned with the
credit (or asset) risk of fully and timely repayment of securitised assets in the
underlying reference portfolio. Although credit risk transfer by means of structured
finance debt obligations lies at the core of risk management through securitisation,
there is a host of further credit risk contingencies beyond the collateral level, such as
the servicing function of securitised assets, the payment of administrative fees to the
SPV, the transfer of payments from debtors to investors and counterparty risk. Issuers
apply structural provisions to mitigate credit risk, such as (internal or external) credit
enhancement and risk-sharing mechanisms (through the subordination of issued debt
securities) to attain a desired credit risk profile for issued debt securities.

4.2. Structural risks
Market risk in securitisation mainly stems from adverse effects of interest rate and
exchange rate movements on the issuer’s cash flow management to repay securitised
debt. In transactions with varying repayment terms and multiple (unhedged) currency
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denominations of securitised assets the payment agent of the transaction (i.e. the SPV
or the issuer (if the transaction is completed without a SPV as conduit)) would need to
reconcile expected repayment from securitised assets (fixed or floating) with coupon
payments (fixed or floating) to securitised debt issued to investors in order to minimise
term structure risk, reinvestment risk and/or base risk from interest rate mismatch[16].
Failure to do so would cause fundamental market fluctuations to upset the scheduled
amortisation and the timeliness of contractually agreed repayment to investors
(balance sheet-based liquidity risk). The same considerations of balanced cash flow
management apply analogously in the case of currency risk exposures on the basis of
covered interest rate parity. Both currency and interest rate risks are frequently hedged
with standard derivative tools, such as cross-currency swaps and interest rate swaps.
Additionally, market-based liquidity risk arises from high trading cost (Duffie and
Gârleanu, 2001) associated with a small market volume of outstanding securitised debt
issues and low trading activity in asset securitisation markets.

Given the evolving regulatory and legal treatment of asset securitisation in
response to perpetual financial innovation in structured finance, legal uncertainty from
securitised debt is a major concern of investors and issuers. Asset securitisation
involves a multitude of legal issues, such as trade law compliance of true sale
structures, the implementation of legal claims (insolvency risk and set-off risk),
information disclosure under divergent national banking laws and income tax liability
(tax attribution risk), which affect both asset originators and issuers. These aspects
will not be addressed within the scope of this paper. We refer readers to Kraakman and
Hausmann (2000a, b), Sullivan (1998), Frost (1997-1998) and Kravit (1997).

The variety of credit and legal risks from securitised asset exposures go hand in
hand with operational risk from the intricate structural arrangements of securitisation
transactions (see Figure 5). In the presence of asymmetric information, originators and
issuers might be tempted to pursue own economic incentives, which imposes
substantial agency cost on efficient asset securitisation. First and foremost, market
imperfection due to information asymmetry from valuation uncertainty could lead to
moral hazard on part of issuers (asset originators in true sale transactions)[17] if their
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effort level before and after the issue date is not incentive compatible with investor
interests. Issuers (asset originators) could (i) retain a disproportionately large share of
high-quality assets from the designated pool of securitised assets (reference portfolio)
and replace them by assets of inferior quality (ex ante moral hazard), or (ii) neglect (or
even relinquish altogether) the costly enforcement of contractual restrictions imposed
on debtors (‘‘effort choice’’), whose payment obligations have been securitised (ex post
moral hazard). Given the impending transfer of asset exposures through securitisation
asset originators might reduce monitoring of securitised assets or exhibit selective bias
in the composition of the securitised reference portfolio due to private information
about individual asset exposures (cherry picking). Overall, both ex ante and ex post
moral hazard involve the expropriation of investor wealth if issuers (asset originators)
engage in selective bias as to the asset composition of the securitised reference
portfolio or precipitate reduced effort levels as regards risk monitoring and portfolio
administration after issuing securitised debt (Leland, 1998)[18]. Given the significant
agency cost from moral hazard, issuers install support mechanisms, which encourage
incentive compatible behaviour in order to mitigate investment risk from asymmetric
information. The detrimental effects of moral hazard are generally resolved through a
subordinated security design and a FLP or credit enhancement[19,20] provided by
originators to indicate their willingness to bear most (if not all) expected loss from the
securitised assets (Jobst, 2003b) as an effort choice against ex ante moral hazard (Frost,
1997-1998)[21].

The complex security design of securitised debt also suggests superior information
of issuers about the true valuation of securitised debt. Hence, rational investors would
form negative beliefs about the actual quality of securitised assets and expect the
adverse selection of securitised debt with poor reference portfolios similar to the
lemons market problem à la Akerlof (1970). Since investors assume all (or most)
transactions to be of poor quality, they request a reservation utility in the form of a
lower selling price and/or higher return (‘‘underpricing’’) as compensation for the
anticipated investment risk of a disproportionately large share of poor transactions in
the securitisation market. Issuers can attenuate the pecuniary charge associated with
the lemons premium by soliciting increased transparency about the true value of
securitised assets through signalling and screening mechanisms. Commonly, issuers
would commit additional internal and external resources to a securitisation
transaction, such as reserve funds, variable proceeds from excess spread as well as
second loss positions and liquidity facilities, as a costly signal of asset quality.

Issuers of asset-backed securities have to carefully balance this array of potential
investment risks (credit risk, structural risk and legal risk) against the economic
benefits of securitisation. Certainly, an informed securitisation decision will need to
also consider the suitability of the type of assets to be securitised. In the following
section we analyse how very illiquid assets, such as SME-related claims, can be
securitised by financial institutions and corporations.

5. Asset securitisation of SME-related claims
The coincidence of more rigid loan origination in light of more risk-sensitive regulatory
capital requirements for credit risk (Basle Committee on Banking Supervision, 2004,
2003) and limited capital market access for obligors of insufficient economic scale
poses a formidable challenge to the cost efficient finance of SMEs. Since the revised
proposal for capital requirements (‘‘Basel II’’) favours retail business and penalises
granular wholesale exposures (depending on the risk management capabilities of
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banks), particularly low-rated corporates as well as smaller firms, which largely
depend on traditional bank lending and private equity, face rising costs of capital.
Additionally, shrinking margins from interest-based deposit business have forced
banks to increase lending rates and adopt a more stringent long-term lending policy,
which leaves risky borrowers most affected (Jobst, 2004).

Since rising regulatory costs of lending render the servicing of bad loans and
low-cost credit lines unsustainable, banks are hard-pressed to conjure up new ways to
manage underprovided, non-performing loans. Large banks have begun to restructure
bad debt and outsource collections in a move away from relationship lending towards
more standardised, information-driven products (James, 1988; Gorton and Pennacchi,
1995). Smaller banks, however, with closer ties to their constituent communities have
been apprehensive to outright loan sales for fear of alienating their customer base.
Some banks have also sought to limit risk by demanding higher collateralisation or by
keeping maturities short, which, in turn, however, accentuates vulnerability of the
private sector to any kind of credit shock that causes banks to turn even more
conservative in their lending. While the move towards more standardised lending and
outright loan sales involves a cumbersome and costly process with uncertain outcome,
it does little to improve the efficient price formation of credit risk to a point where it
restores risky corporate lending as an attractive business proposition.

Against the background of most costly traditional bank lending, alternative financing
techniques are particularly critical to SMEs, which might otherwise delay investments
for competitive advantage and efficiency gains or cause investments to inhibit corporate
growth. SMEs tend to employ term financing at a time when banks’ credit policies
become more restrictive. Asset-based term finance for investments, such as leasing and
hire purchase, is the closest alternative to debt-based borrowing and has already
surpassed bank lending as the most popular source of finance for technology investment
in many countries with a significant SME presence, such as Germany. Nonetheless, lower
discretion of bank lending due to higher loan provisioning suggest more comprehensive
funding solutions to facilitate efficient corporate borrowing. Besides private equity, the
capital market is the most obvious alternative source of funds to redress the ostensible
lack of conventional, bank-intermediated debt. However, in the case of SMEs, low levels
of capital stock rule out direct capital market-based funding.

Asset securitisation has been touted as the most expedient way to increase the
availability of credit finance to SME-related claims, because it allows issuers to transfer
the credit risk of diversified pools of illiquid asset exposures from their balance sheets
in order to better manage economic and regulatory risk. Borrowing firms benefit either
directly from securitisation as issuers of claims on existing or future cash flows (whole
business and project ABS[22]) (Jobst, 2005c), or indirectly as debtors, whose
outstanding bank liabilities or pledged commercial receivables for lines of credit are
reference assets of bank-sponsored securitisation structures, collateralised loan
obligation (CLO))[23] and asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP)[24], which refinance
the origination of new corporate credit.

While mostly bank-sponsored securitisation through CLO and ABCP structures has
been in the limelight of financial research, growing internationalisation of business
relationships and capital market-based business models have encouraged also non-
financial enterprises to consider asset securitisation as a more cost efficient form of
corporate finance. While financial institutions benefit largely from lower economic and
regulatory capital costs, corporates’ biggest gain from securitisation derives from (i) the
expansion of the volume of financing for their customers, (ii) the generation of positive
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cash flow from net revenues of securitised assets without raising additional funds on
their balance sheet and (iii) the ability to disentangle future cash flows generated from
on-balance sheet assets of sufficiently high quality from other firm operations[25].
Especially large corporations have begun to replace traditional on-balance sheet debt
and equity finance by issuing ABSs in order to convert illiquid payment claims from
services, deliverables or consumer credit (such as auto loans) into marketable,
commoditised debt. However, corporate securitisation has historically been restricted to
large firms with fully developed structuring capabilities (often provided by own in-house
securitisation teams) and sufficient margin from eligible exposures to cover the high
execution costs, which include up-front costs, such as rating agency fees and structuring
and underwriting fees charged by investment banks, and ongoing expenses, such as
trustee fees and the premium charged for third-party guarantees. SMEs generally lack
the critical mass and the transparency for the completion of securitisation. Besides the
high execution cost, weak public disclosure of accounts and high monitoring effort by
investors preclude SMEs from direct capital market access.

Until recently, also bank-sponsored securitisation structures were largely confined
to debt claims associated with larger corporate borrowers. Banks generally securitise
on-balance exposures (cash flow, balance sheet securitisation) from (i) previously
originated loans and (ii) existing or future working capital facilities issued to corporate
borrowers. Loans and working capital facilities are typically arranged by the
commercial financing arms of banks. While loans are typically secured by fixed assets
and securities, working capital facilities require trade receivables as collateral.

The small scale of individual SME lending and associated administrative risks have
long dissuaded financial institutions from including SME debt claims in their range of
securitisation products to refinance corporate lending. For a long time, risks related
to SMEs were considered incompatible with the capital market requirements of
securitisation, mainly because their low standardisation (due to minimal standards of
lending) and homogeneity, insufficient public information as well as commercial risks
(administration, collections and fraud)[26] associated with their servicing would
accentuate the high execution cost (legal fees, asset control and information issues) of
securitisation. Being aware of these difficulties, commercial banks have begun
to pursue new reporting solutions to commoditise their complex product offerings to
smaller firms, and investment banks are extending their product application of
securitisation beyond their traditional realm of large corporates. So far, most public
bank-sponsored securitisation deals are CLOs on SME loan pools from either single
large banks or several smaller banks in a trust-administrated multi-seller agreement
(see section 6.2.1). Aside from CLOs, ABCP programmes have evolved as an alternative
form of SME securitisation, whose flexibility (in terms of security design and
underlying asset type) and disclosure requirements about securitised assets remedy
existing market challenges of refinancing SME-related exposures.

ABCP is a relatively unheralded but growing form of short-term securitisation,
whereby banks reduce both commercial risks and overall set-up costs of SME
securitisation by pooling the receivables from multiple companies (split costs across
clients). While some financial institutions use ABCPs for the sole purpose of
refinancing their own lending activity on the back of existing or revolving asset pools,
many banks (called ‘‘arrangers’’)[27] have successfully sponsored multi-seller ABCP
securitisation programmes to fund corporate clients. In such a transaction, the bank
creates a SPV (the ‘‘CP conduit’’), which acquires trade receivables (but also consumer
debt, equipment leases and other non-traded paper) from corporations and financial
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institutions. The conduit subsequently refinances the purchase by issuing commercial
paper, which is structured to obtain a top (‘‘A1’’/‘‘P1’’) short-term rating[28]. This
refinancing mechanism allows banks to extend loans to corporate customers in return
for their contribution of payment claims to a standing asset portfolio[29]. Corporate
banking clients, especially SMEs, benefit from the cost efficient funding through ABCP
conduits. In SME conduits of multi-seller ABCPs, especially small companies can seek
indirect funding from capital markets in return for selling their payment claims from
trade receivables to the SPV (‘‘liquidity generation’’)[30]. Multi-seller ABCPs in the
dealer-placed commercial paper market offer intermediated access to securitisation
markets for small-scale originators, whose collateralisation of commercial receivables
works up the spectrum of refinancing alternatives. ABCP programmes frequently
decrease overall refinancing costs (after consideration of transaction costs) to a level
lower than what would have been obtainable in conventional on-balance sheet external
finance (such as bank debt) and standalone off-balance sheet funding (project finance
ABS and whole business ABS). Such a reduction in the financing cost mainly derives
from the diversification effect of pooling individual asset claims into the securitised
reference portfolio and the higher rating classification of ABCP programmes thanks to
credit de-linkage and bankruptcy remoteness of issued debt securities from the
originator. ABCP has become a popular source of external finance particularly in those
countries, where more stringent bank lending have dried up conventional channels of
credit supply amid a deteriorating equity base.

In summary, asset securitisation techniques that involve the issuance of structured
claims on the performance of SME-related payment claims, such as trade receivables by
SMEs, future operating revenues from SMEs and SME loans are specified as follows:

(1) Channels of securitised asset refinancing by firms (‘‘firm-based securitisation’’):
. Indirect: Multi-seller ABCP and mezzanine finance[31] programmes are

methods of securitisation sponsored by financial institutions to facilitate the
funding of selected asset exposures in the short run. If securitised assets are
trade receivables of SMEs, the ABCP programme is referred to as a SME
conduit.

. Direct: Companies themselves engage in ABS by securitising own payment
claims, such as long-term revenues from entire operations, a particular line
of business (whole business ABS), defined project cash flows (project ABS),
or trade receivables (receivables ABS)[32].

(2) Channels of securitised asset refinancing by banks (‘‘bank-based
securitisation’’): banks securitise medium-term and long-term SME credit
exposures in large scale asset-backed transactions, so-called SME CLOs[33].

In the next section, we use the example of Germany to extract important lessons from
the development of SME securitisation in a historically bank-dominated financial
system with a strong presence of SMEs in the private sector.

6. The German approach to SME securitisation
6.1. Asset securitisation in Germany
The German bank-centred financial system is renowned Hausbanken (‘‘house banks’’)
as a hallmark of a close-knit network of long-term lending relationships, with capital
markets playing only a minor role in external finance. More than three million German
Mittelstand (SME) companies represent the backbone of the German economy[34] and
are traditionally financed by banks, which partly refinance their exposures by
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‘‘on-lending’’[35] through government-sponsored credit programmes[36] as secured
credit finance. This make-up of the financial system has made corporate lending
vulnerable to mounting competitive pressure on already beleaguered banks. Tighter
risk controls of revised bank capital standards and higher investor demands on equity
returns poised German banks to recognise the new reality of a more risk-return
oriented approach. After the UK mortgage lending companies were the first financial
institutions to debut modern securitisation in Europe, especially large German
commercial banks, such as Deutsche Bank and Dresdner Bank fully embraced ABS
through CLOs and ABCPs as one possibility to marry the benefits of credit business
with fixed income management Surprisingly, such bank-sponsored securitisation of
payment claims also included SME-related obligations early on. This development is
remarkable to the extent that reflects the potential of a bank-based financial system to
seize on an inherently capital market-based structured finance technique to refinance
highly illiquid asset exposures.

In 1998, the first German SME portfolio was securitised by Deutsche Bank under its
CORE programme (CORE 1998-1)[37], which was followed by further transactions under
Deutsche Bank’s CORE and CAST[38] programmes in the years 1999 and 2000. After
this first large-scale true sale loan securitisation transaction, other large commercial
banks also enlisted securitisation as a refinancing technology to unload highly illiquid
SME credit exposures. At the same time, the Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW), an
autonomous public development bank amended its government-sponsored credit
programme for SME loans and residential mortgages[39] by an ABS scheme. At the end
of 2000, KfW expanded its promotional instruments and created its synthetic
securitisation platform PROMISEw (promotional mittelstand loan securitisation) for SME
loans and, in October 2001, PROVIDEw (provide-residential mortgage securitisation) for
private residential mortgage loans to support the development of liquid secondary
markets for loans and loan risks and to open the capital market for SME risks through
indirect access (Glüder and Böhm, 2003). Amid the structural change in the banking
sector (see section 5), KfW’s move to ensure essential credit supply to SMEs came in
response to competitive pressures of commercial banks to adopt more stringent lending
conditions for SME and private mortgage loans.

Over the last seven years, German commercial banks have quite successfully
pursued the securitisation of SME loans – either as standalone transactions, such as
Deutsche Bank, or sponsored by quasi-government agencies, such as KfW’s PROMISE
synthetic CLO programme, which by spring of 2006 had issued 15 transactions with a
total notional value of E2.71 billion (US$3.34 billion) on SME loan portfolios of large
private banks such as Banco Comercial Português, BW Bank, Commerzbank, Deutsche
Bank, Dresdner Bank, DG Bank, HVB (HypoVereinsbank) Group and IKB Deutsche
Industriebank[40]. However, the market for corporate and mid-market securitisation is
still incipient and remains sporadic (such as Tenovis Finance Ltd. (2001) and
Volkswagen Car Lease No.1-3 (1999-2002) to name two well-known examples), even for
large corporates. Although many German SMEs have benefited from indirect
securitisation via bank-based ABS programmes in view of more stringent bank lending
conditions, they have yet to embrace direct securitisation (of trade receivables and
other operational cash flows) an integral part of their refinancing decisions[41]. Bank-
sponsored securitisation, be it through SME CLOs (with and without the involvement
of KfW as arranger) or SME conduits, still constitutes the main driver of SME
securitisation in Germany. As the CLO market for SME loans has matured over the
years, increasing differentiation of securitised asset classes even for corporate loans
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has emerged. Since 2005, for instance, several transactions on underlying portfolios
backed by mezzanine finance to German SMEs have been issued, which eventually
allow an indirect capital market financing of SMEs[42].

6.2. The KfW PROMISE platform and the ‘‘True sale initiative’’
6.2.1. The KfW PROMISE platform. In anticipation of potential structural changes and
associated adverse effects on lending conditions due to tighter risk controls in the
German banking sector, the PROMISE platform assists German financial institutions to
achieve regulatory capital relief (see section 2.1) for securitised SME lending. Further
reasons for the prominence of KfW’s securitisation programme include the limitation of
the economist cost of capital and the generation of additional liquidity from an
alternative source of external finance. The standardised securitisation structure of
PROMISE CLOs is based on a partially funded, synthetic transaction, where the
originating bank enters into a CDS with KfW as protection provider, taking over the
entire default risk of a selected pool of SME loan exposures (i.e. the notional value of
the reference portfolio of assets) (see Figure 6). The transferred credit risk is
subsequently structured in subordinated set of tranches with different seniority, so that
the largest share of the risk exposure (80-90 per cent) carries hardly any default risk. This
so-called ‘‘super-senior’’ tranche is passed onto another bank (preferably an OECD bank
for a low risk-weighting of the risk transfer) via a senior CDS. The FLP, the most junior
tranche, which carries almost all of the expected default loss (based on historic default
rates), is retained by the originating bank or covered by a junior CDS. KfW sells the
remaining mezzanine tranches as subordinated bonds (CLNs) to capital markets via a
SPV, which operates under the PROMISE platform and assumes credit-linked certificates
of indebtedness to link the issued CLNs to the reference portfolio. The SPV might seek
collateralisation by a third party up to the notional amount of the issued CLNs.

In more advanced security design, KfW accommodated several loan portfolios of
different banks in a slightly modified transaction structure. In light of the
diversification demands of the stratified German mortgage loan market, in 2002, KfW
arranged a multi-seller securitisation transaction (see section 5) with the co-operative
mortgage bank DG Hyp (Deutsche Genossenschafts-Hypothekenbank AG) as
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originator, where DG Hyp pooled the credit exposures of several portfolios of credit
co-operatives and refinanced the transaction by issuing CLNs to capital market
investors via the KfW’s PROMISE platform (PROMISE 2002-C). This arrangement
would also allow smaller financial institutions to resort to securitisation conduits as an
alternative refinancing mechanism. In this way, KfW was able to extend the reach of
securitisation to smaller banks in the effort to maintain the viability of SME lending
under KfW’s promotional credit programme.

6.2.2. The True sale initiative. True sale (or traditional) securitisation has remained
scare in Germany due to regulatory and tax constraints as well as unresolved legal
issues as regards redemption criteria and insolvency proceedings in cross-border
disputes. It took until 1997 (BaFin, 1997a, b; Bartelt, 1999), when the national
regulatory body for banking supervision, the German Federal Financial Supervisory
Authority (Bundesaufsichtsamt für Kreditwesen (BaFin)), first permitted the use of
ABS[43,44], at a time when the US and most all (Western) European countries had
already put in place a legal framework for true sale securitisation. In 2003, the German
trade tax (Gewerbesteuer) law, a major obstacle to true sale securitisations in the past,
was amended by the Act to the Support of Small Businesses (Gesetz zur Förderung von
Kleinunternehmen und zur Verbesserung der Unternehmensfinanzierung), which
exempts SPVs from trade tax if they purchased receivables originated by banks in
(true sale) securitisation transactions.

Concurrent to these legal changes, KfW sponsored the true sale initiative (TSI) as a
concerted effort of German banks to actively promote true sale transaction structures
of securitisation, a capital market segment whose national development has been
debilitated by unfavourable legal, tax and accounting provisions. In keeping with its
public service task of promoting external financing of SMEs, KfW consulted with
market participants, supervisory authorities and rating agencies and developed
uniform securitisation platform, which lowers refinancing costs and regulatory capital
charges for credit exposures securitised by participating banks. According to a joint
statement released on 12 December 2003 by a syndicate of 13 banks, which includes the
most important commercial banks, co-operative banks and the savings bank group[45],
the proposed TSI foundation structure (see Figure 7) establishes a multi-seller
securitisation platform as a cost-efficient, standing arrangement for the formation of
SPVs as ABS issuers.

The TSI is designed as a ready-made securitisation programme allows
participating banks to securitise reference loan portfolios within a foundation
structure. It includes a limited liability service company (‘‘TSI Service GmbH’’) as
servicing agent and three non-profit foundations (charitable trusts), which jointly
create separate SPVs as limited liability company under German law (‘‘GmbH’’) to
refinance each loan portfolio bought from a participating bank. The SPV converts the
payment received from a reference portfolio of securitised assets into tradable debt
securities. The TSI Service GmbH is also charged with the tasks of (i) developing
uniform minimum standards for true sale securitisation in terms of both reporting and
administration and (ii) providing a forum of exchange for originating banks. Overall,
the structure of TSI emulates the economic logic of large-scale (indirect) synthetic
securitisation facilitated by the KfW-sponsored PROMISE and PROVIDE
securitisation programmes (see section 6.2.1), which aim to dissuade German banks
from restrained SME and private mortgage lending as their face rising competitive
pressures. Given an apparent lack of a gross-roots conviction of German corporations
to make asset securitisation an important source of external finance any time soon, the
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multi-seller design of TSI provides brokered access to securitisation markets as an
alternative form of refinancing to small and regional banks in a financial system,
where the dominance of bank-based external finance has so far thwarted any serious
attempt at establishing large-scale corporate securitisation.

6.3. Lessons learned from SME securitisation in Germany
Despite the limited scale and scope of quasi-government sponsored asset securitisation
in Germany, the successful introduction of synthetic securitisation platforms by KfW
testifies to the capacity of a heavily bank-dominated financial system to absorb a
capital market-based refinancing tool. It also reveals the appreciable influence of
efficient and transparent securitisation on the willingness of banks to securitise SME
exposures to realise strategic and operational objectives.

Although securitisation markets generally have been equivocal about a preferred
transaction type (true sale vs synthetic securitisation), the volume of partially or
unfunded, synthetic ABS transaction structures have outstripped fully-funded
traditional (true sale) ABS structures at a ratio of roughly 25 to 1 prior to the adoption
of TSI in 2003[46]. The synthetic nature[47] of the German ABS term market indicates
that mainly systemic obstacles (e.g. the trade taxation of SPVs) have fuelled the growth
of synthetic securitisation, which caters primarily to the optimisation of regulatory
capital and risk management rather than efficient refinancing (which typically applies
to true sale structures)[48]. At the same time, standardised securitisation structures
have contributed to informed investment and lower issuing cost. Hence, the case of
asset securitisation in Germany illustrates how institutional constraints shape the
nature of securitisation, whose structural versatility offers economic benefits
irrespective of the configuration of the financial system. The German example also
suggests that the development of a viable securitisation market in a bank-based
financial system is likely to require financial sector initiatives, whose scope and
intensity might be enhanced by quasi-government development agencies.
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6.4. Essential conditions for viable SME securitisation
In general, for a viable use of asset securitisation as an alternative source of finance the
following essential criteria need to be satisfied: structural market imperfections due to
borrowing constraints and inefficient financial intermediation; an adequate and
bankable legal and regulatory framework for bankruptcy, tax and corporate
governance issues[49]; and a transaction structure that ensures demonstrable and
unimpeded control over identifiable cash flows from securitised assets, subject to
persistent monitoring by rating agencies, trustee and guarantors.

Since the current regulatory regime has certainly made it more difficult for banks to
originate SME-related claims due to their non-standardised nature, the development of
SME securitisation can help lift ostensible credit constraints on SMEs and contributes
to greater risk transformation. However, public policies might be slow to establish a
sound institutional infrastructure that protects investors, ensures a fair, efficient and
transparent capital market, and reduces systemic risk. Moreover, the structural

Table II.
The time line of the
bank-sponsored
securitisation process

Week Tasks of the arrange/issuer
Involvement of obligor
(i.e. original asset originator)

Acquisition of mandate
and planning

1 Signing of the mandate and
planning of the transaction
first consultations with all
parties involved (rating
agencies, lawyers,
accountants, etc.)

Acceptance of mandate for
the transaction and request of
first consultations to be
planned by arranger
ascertainment of data
requirements

Due diligence 1-2 Due diligence of issuer by
obligor analysis of debtor/
reference assets and track
record (past performance/
macro factors, etc.)

Due diligence at the arranger/
issuer (one day): meetings
with management & treasury

Preparation of IT
systems and
discussion about
reporting

1-5 Confirmation that IT system
can process claims analysis
of reporting for management
determination of the format
& substance of investor
reports

Implementation of IT system
for administration and
accounting (if applicable)

Rating process (due
diligence/information)

2-7 Completion of the
information memorandum
for rating agencies due
diligence of issuer by rating
agencies

Information about the obligor
(debt & liability management,
fiscal policy, budgetary plans,
etc.)

Structuring and
documentation of the
transaction

3-8 Structuring of the
transaction preparation of
the transaction contracts

Comments of contracts

Internal credit (rating)
process

5-7 Preparation of the internal
rating report authorisation of
credit lines

–

Confirmation of rating
by rating agencies

9 Confirmation of internal and
external limits and liquidity
support confirmation of
rating

–

Closing of the
transactions & first
placement/sale

10 Signing and closing of
transaction first placement/
sale

Signing of contracts
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complexity of securitisation commands significant initial investment of managerial
and financial resources before issuance and during the administration of the
transaction (see Table II). Besides the high execution costs, also potential principal-
agency problems between issuers and investors as well as administration, collection
and fraud risks warrant careful consideration. These aspects are accentuated by
securitised SME collateral, whose scrutiny is more complicated and less accurate than
for other credit exposures due to heterogeneous characteristics and the comparative
paucity of comparable historical performance data. Hence, from an issuer’s perspective,
the technical capacity of mitigating structural risks and the choice of retained
management and/or ownership control over securitised assets is critical to efficient
securitisation, be it in the form of bank-sponsored securitisation of SME loans or
corporate securitisation of cash flows (see section 5).

Even more than for other types of securitisation, the efficacy of SME securitisation
hinges on additional elements of financial systems: a good credit culture, information
transparency, investor sophistication, relative price competitiveness against other sources
of external finance, asset class diversity, sufficient domestic savings and institutional
investors to manage these savings professionally, an infrastructure of arrangers, clearing
agents, exchanges and market makers as well as professional credit rating agencies to
establish standards for risk measurement. For instance, the standardisation of
securitisation transactions (by means of securitisation platforms) facilitates informed
investment and efficient price discovery. The pooling of SME assets and the execution of
a series of issues based on the same transaction structure also reduces significant
transaction costs. Collective industry initiatives, like the TSI in Germany, make for a
benign strategy to incubate SME securitisation in an orchestrated and integrated fashion,
while keeping legal uncertainty and economic attrition to a minimum.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we attempted to equally privilege the benefits and drawbacks associated
with asset securitisation and assessed their impact on the refinancing decision of
financial institutions and firms. In light of more conservative bank lending in
anticipation of more risk-sensitive capital requirements under the revised Basel
Accord, we acknowledged the capacity of asset securitisation to sustain private sector
credit to SMEs. We reviewed the evolution of the German securitisation market in
order to ascertain salient stepping stones in the process of developing asset
securitisation of SME-related payment obligations in a bank-based financial system
with a strong private sector presence of SMEs. In this way, we were able to derive
essential conditions for sustainable securitisation and its use as an alternative
refinancing mechanism for SMEs within the greater scope of risk diversification.

From a broader economic perspective, the evolution of asset securitisation leads
ultimately to greater access to financial services at lower cost. For SMEs, efficient
securitisation markets help attenuate disparities in the availability and cost of credit in
primary lending markets by conditioning credit supply to the aggregate pricing and
valuation discipline of capital markets. Financial institutions and corporates that
engage in securitisation promote a more efficient allocation of capital and mitigate
systemic risk through greater asset diversification in the financial system as a whole.

So far, SME securitisation remains largely limited to indirect securitisation
transactions, where mainly banks issue securitised debt on the back of SME-related
claims to fund future lending activities. However, as banking competition dries up
traditional funding channels of riskier SME borrowers, the search for alternative
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sources of capital might encourage SMEs to pledge asset receivables to multi-seller
securitisation programmes. At the same time, banks would benefit from uniform
securitisation platforms (such as KfW’s PROMISE deal structure) to lower the
considerable execution cost of securitising SME loans they are invariably bound to
originate if SMEs retain high macroeconomic importance (like in Germany).

SME securitisation as an alternative source of external finance seems promising
amid increased political attempts to foster what could be regarded a level playing field
in the regulation, taxation and legal treatment of asset securitisation across countries.
The gradual elimination of significant national disparities in these areas will expands
the spectrum of eligible assets to include more illiquid and heterogeneous asset classes,
such as SME-related payment claims. Although substantial legal uncertainty remains,
it might not be too long until asset securitisation will join ranks with traditional
(intermediated) debt finance.

Notes

1. Mr. Lowell L. Bryan is Director, Global Strategy Practice, McKinsey & Company Inc.,
USA (Edwards, 2001).

2. The principal asset classes of securitised reference portfolios are loans, high-yield
bonds, mortgages, credit card transactions, licence and franchise operations, lease
agreements as well as trade deliverables and services, which determine the classification
of the securitisation transactions: CLOs, collateralised bond obligations (CBOs),
collateralised mortgage obligations, general ABS of student loans, trade receivables
other asset types with identifiable cash flows.

3. The Bond Market Association (1998) considers securitisation ‘‘an increasingly important
and widely-used method of business financing throughout the world, [given that its]
continued growth and expansion . . . [generates] significant benefits and efficiencies for
issuers, investors, securities dealers, sovereign governments and the general public’’.

4. The use of loan transactions is endorsed by the bank’s interests to avoid ‘‘intermediation
taxes’’, such as reserve requirements. Excessive capital requirements are contrary to
bankers’ interests as they drain resources from the loan book. Loan securitisation
exposes the inefficiency of regulatory constraints, which entail a capital cost beyond
what should be deemed economically sensible based on individualised risk assessment.

5. Hence, securitization transfers the funding mismatch risk to those who are more willing
or able to bare it.

6. According to Kendall (1996) securitization improves overall market efficiency by offering
marketable financial claims at merchantable quality.

7. Depending on the degree to which securitised assets segregated from the issuer’s
corporate credit performance and the legal enforceability of credit de-linkage in the case
of bankruptcy, asset securitization limits event risk (e.g. take-overs, restructuring or
other events that affect the credit status of senior unsecured corporate obligations).

8. SPVs are best understood as trust-like entities, which are founded solely for the task of
securitising a reference portfolio of assets.

9. The IMF defines true sale transactions as ‘‘the creation of securities from a pool of pre-
existing assets and receivables that are placed under the legal control of investors
through a special intermediary created for this purpose’’. (IMF, 2004).

10. Synthetic transactions come in various structural arrangements, which can be specified
along three major dimensions: (i) the level of funding (unfunded, (fully) funded or
partially funded); (ii) the involvement of a SPV as issuing agent (indirect or direct
securitisation) and (iii) the degree of collateralisation of funded elements by means of
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government bonds, third-party guarantees, letter of credit, certificate of indebtedness,
Pfandbriefe and other acceptable type of collateral).

11. For simplicity, we assume that the issuer re-invests the maximum proceeds from the
securitisation (nominal value of the reference portfolio minus expected loss and
structuring cost) at the WACC, so claimholder rights of debt and equity remain
unaffected by use of funds from securitised debt. This approach also implies no change
in the balance sheet volume if we rule out negative net present value reinvestment of
proceeds.

12. Note here that this WACC-based balance sheet approach is taken from the perspective of
the asset originator, whose total assets are assumed to be securitised. In other words, we
only analyse the relative balance sheet effect of increased leverage over a defined set of
securitised asset exposures of the same asset return and marginal cost of debt.

13. See also Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2002a, b, 2001).

14. Adapted from Bluhm (2003). See also Schierenbeck (2001) and Ong (1999).

15. See Skarabot (2002), Leland (1998), Frankel (1991), as well as Rosenthal and Ocampo
(1988) for an economic analysis of this risk transfer property of securitisation.

16. Investment risk arises if both cash inflows and cash outflows are fixed interest
payments, but differ in maturity (‘‘maturity mismatch’’). In contrast, base risk arises
from a mismatch of cash inflows and cash outflows as floating interest payments on
different interest reference rates. Term structure risk refers to an insufficient
immunisation against interest rate movements if cash inflows are fixed (floating)
interest payments and cash outflows are floating (fixed) interest payments.

17. Note that the distinction of issuer and asset originator reflects the fact that asset
originator and issuer are the same entity in synthetic structures without SPV. The
involvement of a SPV in the transaction structure limits our comments on major
incentive problems to the asset originator only.

18. See Leland and Pyle (1977) for a reference on the agency cost of asymmetric information
in external finance.

19. The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2002b) defines credit enhancement as a
contractual arrangement [,] in which the bank retains or assumes a securitisation
exposure and, in substance, provides some degree of added protection to other parties to
the transaction. [. . .]’’. See also Jobst (2004).

20. See also Pfister (2002), Gluck and Remeza (2000), Falcone and Gluck (1998), Howard and
Merritt (1997), Becker and Speaks (1996) as well as Cumming (1987).

21. However, as opposed to DeMarzo and Duffie (1999), who interpret the retention of the
most junior claim in a transaction as a costly signal in the spirit of Leyland and Pyle
(1977), credit enhancement does not constitute a signalling device, as it fails to increase
transparency. Only in combination with remedial measures against ex ante moral hazard
(such as optimal tranching) can issuers ward off the risk of possible adverse selection à
la Akerlof (1970).

22. An ABS is collateralized by loans, leases, receivables, or instalment contracts on
personal property. If the underlying assets are commercial or residential mortgages, it is
called a commercial mortgage-backed security (CMBS) or residential mortgage-backed
security (RMBS).

23. A CLO is categorized as a collateralised debt obligation (CDO), which is a structured
debt security issued against a portfolio of securities or loans (‘‘reference portfolio’’) by
repackaging the portfolio into different slices (‘‘tranches’’) of risk and maturity. The
higher the risk, equity-like tranches absorb more of the losses on the reference portfolio,
subject to specified limits, thus providing increasing protection to less risky tranches. In
turn, the high-risk tranches receive a higher return. Rating agencies provide separate
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ratings for each tranche. While similar in structure to ABS, the reference portfolio of
CDOs may include more diverse assets, such as senior secured bank loans, high yield
bonds and credit default swaps (CDSs). See Jobst (2003a) for a descriptive and technical
review of CDOs and Firla-Cuchra and Jenkinson (2006) as well as Krahnen (2005) for an
empirical survey of ABSs and CDOs with subordinated debt structures.

24. ABCP programmes are typically administered by bankruptcy-remote SPVs to finance
the acquisition of consumer and commercial receivable pools or securities of varying
maturity with the proceeds of short-term commercial notes issued to capital market
investors. The most common types of exposures sold by asset originators to these
conduits are trade receivables, consumer loans, mortgages as well as lesser known asset
classes, such as auto rentals and revenues from whole business and project finance.

25. Securitization is particularly appealing to firms without an investment-grade rating or
any rating at all, as various structural provisions (see section 2.1) allow issuers to
receive an investment-grade rating on the transaction.

26. Administration risk is defined as the risk that the firm fails to perform adequately the
complicated and time-intensive servicing and collection actions required for the
transaction. Collection risk refers to the risk that outstanding receivables are paid by the
debtor on the invoice, but not received by financier, i.e. if the debtor has discharged his
obligations but the true owner (financier) has not received his payment, e.g. the
corporate is in financial distress. Fraud risk arises if receivables do no longer exist or the
related cash is misappropriated (Anonymous, 2005).

27. The securitization of commercial liabilities transforms banks from being direct lenders
into financial arrangers, whose information processing and capital market expertise
now constitute the economic value added in the effort to refinance corporate lending.

28. The sponsoring bank typically provides for the administration of the conduit, a liquidity
facility and partial credit enhancement in the form of a letter of credit.

29. The sponsoring bank typically provides liquidity and credit enhancements to the ABCP
programme, which aid the program in obtaining high quality credit ratings (Office of
Thrift Supervision, 2003).

30. SME conduits traditionally accept only large SME receivables of at least 50 million
(US$61.7 million) into ABCP programmes. However, over the last three years some
arrangers of ABCP have begun to specialise in small-sized deals, which involve more
than ten creditors and a minimum value of individual asset claims of at least 5 million
(US$6.17 million).

31. Mezzanine capital is a middle layer of debt above the equity claim in leveraged buyouts,
subordinated to senior debt. A typical mezzanine investment includes a loan to the
borrower, in addition to the borrowers issuance of equity in the form of warrants,
common stock, preferred stock, or some other equity investment. Hence, mezzanine
finance shares characteristics of both debt and equity financing and is considered an
alternative to classical bank lending, which can be subsumed under economic equity
depending on its specific structure.

32. In this case financial institutions merely act as underwriters. Note here many large
corporations have established own securitisation platforms (e.g. General Electric,
Siemens). Whole business and project loan ABS transactions of SMEs are hardly
observed, but in the UK.

33. See also Bund (2000a, b), Herrmann and Tierney (1999), Eck (1998), Kohler (1998), Stopp
(1997), Ohl (1994).

34. According to the Institut for Mittelstandsforschung (IfM) in Bonn, more than 3.3 million
SMEs represent 99.5 per cent of all registered enterprises in Germany. German SMEs
employ more than 70 per cent of the total workforce and generate almost 60 per cent of
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GDP (DSGV, 2004). See also DSGV (2004) and Albach (1983) for a general description of
the German Mittelstand and its pivotal economic role.

35. ‘‘On-lending’’ of residential mortgages by government agencies could be compared to
mortgage funding by Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and Ginnie Mae or collateralised bank
advances for mortgages by the Federal Home Loan Bank in the USA. In the case of
Germany government agencies, such as the Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW),
would provide funding to SMEs via commercial banks as underwriters, who retain full
liability for the repayment of principal and interest.

36. KfW, which is jointly owned by the Federal Republic of Germany and the German states,
is one of the development agencies, commissioned by the German government to ease
the financing costs for SMEs and private homeowners as well as to promote export and
project finance in Germany and developing countries abroad.

37. The CORE 1998-1 transaction securitised the cash flow proceeds from DM-denominated
loans to over 5,000 German SMEs (and a small selection US$-denominated bonds) at a
total notional value of DM4.26 billion (2.17 billion, US$2.68 billion). This ground-
breaking deal did not only win critical acclaim for kick-starting the European CLO/CBO
market, which has developed into the fastest growing sector of European ABS. It was
also the first securitisation of German SME loans and the most highly diverse CLO
portfolio to come to global capital markets. At that time, Deutsche Bank AG estimated
its overall share in total lending to German SMEs to amount to 5.3 per cent of a total
market volume of E58 billion (US$71.6 billion) in the first half of 1999 (Deutsche Bank
AG, 1999).

38. While CORE transactions are classic true sale transactions, CAST transactions are
synthetic, partially financed structures of corporate credit.

39. The complete range of statutory tasks of KfW include the promotion of SMEs, home
finance or housing modernisation, the protection of the environment and the climate,
export and project finance and the promotion of the developing and transition countries.
KfW grants SME and private residential mortgage loans through private and public
banks.

40. Although both agency-sponsored SME and RMBS securitisation platforms have already
established an impressive four-year track record, the ‘‘German share’’ in European
securitisation of 3.4 per cent of E207 billion (US$255 billion) in 2003 (Source: Thomson
Financial) is still found wanting; yet, the German on-balance sheet equivalent to off-
balance sheet ABS structures, the Pfandbrief, claimed a respectable 81.5 per cent of E219
billion (US$270 billion) outstanding volume in 2003 (Source: Dealogic Bondware).

41. The exact definition of SMEs as a mostly privately owned, niche market operators
varies by country. For instance, according to IfM, SMEs in Germany are classified by
annual turnover (�E1 million [small size enterprise] and �E50 million [medium size
enterprise]) or by the number of employees (�9 employees [small size enterprise] and
�499 [medium size enterprise]). A revised classification by the European Union in May
2003 raises the threshold values of annual turnover and introduces balance sheet volume
as a third measure: (i) annual turnover (�E2 million [micro size enterprise], �E10
million [small size enterprise] and �E50 million [medium size enterprise]), (ii) balance
sheet volume (�E2 million [micro size enterprise], �E10m [small size enterprise] and
�E43 million [medium size enterprise]) and (iii) number of employees (<10 employees
[micro size enterprise], <50 employees [small size enterprise] and <250 employees
[medium size enterprise]).

42. In 2005, the most important securitisation in Germany types were (i) ABS on pension
claims, lease receivables and auto loans (30.4 per cent); (ii) RMBs (28.6 per cent),
(iii) CMBSs (14.2 per cent), and (iv) CDOs on loans to SMEs and large corporates as well
as arbitrage bond portfolios (26.8 per cent). In 2005, the German share of the cash-funded
European ABS market (with a total issuance volume of E283 billion (US$349 billion)
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amounted to 9 per cent (Echave and Angheben, 2006). Since 2000, 111 ABS transactions
with a total notional volume of about E100 billion (U.S.$123 billion) have been issued in
Germany until the end of 2005 (Anonymous, 2006). See also Althaus et al. (2003).

43. See also Eichholz (2000).

44. After the Circular 4/97 by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin),
the October 2002 Guideline by the German Institute of Accountants (IDW) laid the
groundwork for the legal and accounting treatment of asset securitisation in Germany,
the continued trade tax liability (‘‘withholding tax’’) of bankruptcy-remote special-
purpose vehicles has practically rendered true sale securitisation meaningless. See also
Bernard et al. (2003).

45. On 9 July 2003, Bayerische Landesbank, Citigroup, Commerzbank, DekaBank, Deutsche
Bank, Dresdner Bank, DZ BANK, Eurohypo, HSH Nordbank, HVB Group, KfW Group,
Landesbank Hessen-Thüringen and WestLB AG signed a letter of intent to define the
business model for a securitisation platform to facilitate traditional (true sale)
transaction structures in Germany (KfW Group, 2003).

46. Only E1.31 billion (US$1.62 billion) of the E32.8 billion (US.$4047 billion) total involved
true sale transactions (Althaus et al., 2003).

47. The synthetic ABS market in Germany comprises mostly of large scale KfW-arranged
transactions (PROMISE and PROVIDE) and several ABS/ABCP securitisation schemes
developed by large German commercial banks (e.g. CORE, CAST, GLOBE and HAUS by
Deutsche Bank, GELDILUX by HVB Group and SILVERTOWER by Dresdner Bank, to
name a few).

48. See also Meissmer (2001).

49. For instance, for reliable dispute resolution mechanism for investor protection of issuers
and investors in case of credit event.
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Abstract

Purpose – This paper aims to explore the possible use of credit derivatives by corporate treasurers.
Corporations have, in recent years, grown comfortable with the idea of using traditional derivative
products to hedge their exposure to, for example, interest rate and foreign exchange risk. Credit risk,
on the other hand, has proven a more difficult animal to tame. Whilst avenues for the management of
credit risk do exist, for example, by the use of traditional insurance products and letters of credit,
such means are not always convenient.
Design/methodology/approach – In this paper, both the academic and practitioner literature on
credit derivatives and their application are reviewed. Then, by means of some simple numerical
examples, the possible uses to which corporate treasurers might put credit default swaps and total
return swaps are illustrated.
Findings – The credit derivatives market is, at present, dominated by large banks and insurance
companies who trade credit exposure among themselves. As the credit derivatives market becomes
more liquid and transparent, it is asked: ‘‘Should corporate treasurers consider using credit
derivatives to manage their credit risk exposure?’’ A number of simple and practical ways in which
corporations can use credit derivatives to manage risk are explored and the practical strengths and
weaknesses of following such approaches are emphasised.
Originality/value – This paper is of particular value to corporate treasurers. This is one of the first
academic papers to consider credit derivatives from a financial management perspective.

Keywords Risk management, Credit, Organizations, Derivative markets

Paper type Viewpoint paper

1. Introduction
Corporate treasurers have in recent years grown accustomed to managing various
dimensions of their firms’ risk profiles. The use of derivatives to hedge interest rate and
foreign exchange exposure has become a commonplace. Indeed, for multi-national
firms, the managing of such exposure is a standard part of their treasury function[1].
One aspect of financial risk that has proven difficult to hedge, however, has been that of
the credit risk facing firms. This risk takes several obvious forms. For example, a non-
financial corporation holding a large portfolio of the bonds of its customers and/or
suppliers is clearly exposed to credit risk, as is a firm when it supplies to a customer on
standard trade credit terms. Credit risk also takes several less obvious forms. For
example, a firm that has issued exchangeable bonds that are convertible into a third
party’s shares in which the issuing firm is a substantial existing shareholder, or the
pooling of financial resources and risks that arises in joint ventures, alliances and firm-
to-firm investments. Financial and industrial corporations have every incentive to
improve their modelling and trading of credit risk. The explosive growth of the credit
derivatives market has distributed credit risk through the financial system, packaged
in new forms. An expanding credit risk market raises interesting possibilities for
corporate treasurers wishing to minimise exposure to credit risk.

The current issue and full text archive of this journal is available at
www.emeraldinsight.com/0307-4358.htm
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This paper examines the rapidly developing market for credit derivatives and
attempts to answer, through a series of simple examples, the question of whether
corporate treasurers should add credit derivatives to their existing armoury of risk
management techniques.

The credit derivatives market is rapidly developing. Taking credit derivatives of all
types, about $5,000 billion in debt will have been protected against default during 2004.
Whilst the range of available instruments and their application continues to increase,
the market still lacks, at the time of writing, the transparency and liquidity of more
traditional, exchange-traded instruments. However, a number of institutional attempts
to standardise the market, for example, by the International Swaps and Derivatives
Association (ISDA) and the emergence of active credit derivative indices such as iBoxx,
conceived by a consortium of banks, and Trac-X, launched by Morgan Stanley and
JP Morgan (now managed by Dow Jones), are beginning to fashion the credit
derivatives market into a more generally useful form. No attempt is made here to
consider all of the available instruments and applications of credit derivatives for the
corporate user. Rather, we illustrate the potential usefulness of these instruments by
focusing in on two particular kinds of instrument: the credit default swap and the
total return swap.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the credit
derivatives markets and considers briefly the main contracts available in the over-the-
counter market. Section 3 looks at the impact of the credit derivatives market on non-
financial corporations. In Section 4, we consider the use of credit derivatives by
corporate risk managers to manage their external credit risk exposure. This is followed
up, in Section 5, with a consideration of whether managers should trade in credit
derivatives written against their own companies. They may, for example, wish to
purchase credit protection to hedge against receipts from future bond issues or sell
credit protection to exploit informational asymmetry. Section 6 presents summary and
conclusions.

2. Market for credit derivatives
The market for credit derivatives has been, and still is, dominated by banks and
insurance companies, who trade credit risk among themselves with incentives to
distribute and diversify risk, gain additional yield and to manage their capital
requirements under Basel accords. Relatively large investment banks, such as
J.P. Morgan[2], originate most credit derivative products. There is no exchange-
organised market for credit derivatives; transactions are conducted ‘‘over-the-counter’’,
and there is consequently less liquidity, standardisation, and transparency than is
encountered with standard exchange-traded derivatives. Indeed, it is perhaps this very
fact, coupled with the complexity of pricing credit derivatives, which has discouraged
many corporate treasurers from considering such instruments. Add to this, the public
suspicion of derivatives in general, generated by the conspicuous failures of
corporations such as Enron and Barings Bank, and it is not entirely surprising to see
that the corporate take-up of such instruments has been slow. Nevertheless, as we shall
show, credit derivatives present a unique opportunity for corporate treasurers to add a
new dimension to their efforts to manage risks. The current state of affairs with regard
to corporate acceptance of credit derivatives can be likened to that of the management
of currency and interest rate risk in the late 1980s. The potential for the growing future
use of credit derivatives by corporate treasurers is clear. For example, a 1995 US
survey of non-financial corporations revealed that 52 per cent of respondent firms were
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concerned about managing their credit risk. Of these, 18 per cent expressed a ‘‘high’’
concern. Indeed, many firms are already actively managing credit risk. An Enron
survey conducted by Accenture[3] found that 36 per cent of companies buy credit
insurance, 32 per cent use letters of credit and 14 per cent use credit derivatives to
manage credit risk. Whilst non-financial companies have adopted an interested but
cautious approach to credit derivative use, the overall level of trading in the credit
derivatives market has roughly doubled in each of the past few years, with the total
market size growing steadily from $180 billion in 1997, through $586 billion in 1999, to
over $1.1 trillion in 2001 (British Bankers’ Association (2002)). This activity mostly
comprises banks and other financial institutions for whom credit risk is now an
important facet of risk management, but it also comprises a growing number of
non-financial firms as the market starts to provide the comfort levels that their finance
directors require.

2.1 Principal credit derivative products
The range of credit products available is limited largely by the perceived need for them
and the creative imaginations of the financial engineers putting the products together.
Since they are traded over-the-counter, credit derivatives can be tailored to suit the
particular needs of the purchaser. However, under the tutelage of the institutional
market for such instruments, the following four main types of contract have emerged
in the drift towards standardisation[4] (CFOEurope.com, 1998a):

(1) Credit default swaps (CDSs)

(2) Total return swaps (TRSs)[5]

(3) Credit spread options

(4) Credit-linked notes

For reasons of space, this paper will only consider credit default swaps and total return
swaps[6].

CDSs have by far constituted the most preponderant trade in the market. In 2001, for
example, single-name CDSs[7] represented 45 per cent of the total market for credit
derivatives (British Bankers’ Association, 2002). Conceptually, they are the most
straightforward instrument to understand. In simple terms, a CDS effectively allows
the owner of an underlying credit security to pass the risk of default to a buyer of the
CDS. For example, Firm A owns £1m nominal of the bonds of Firm B, which are
redeemable in 5 years’ time. Concerned about its exposure to Firm B’s risk of default,
Firm A may purchase a five-year CDS from a bank on the nominal amount of £1m.
This may be acquired by an upfront cash payment to the bank or by a specified annual
payment. Should a pre-specified ‘‘credit event’’ occur, the bank will make a payment to
Firm A, and the CDS will cease to exist. The details of the credit event, and of the
precise payment, are a matter for negotiation between Firm A and the bank[8]. A
typical arrangement stipulates that the ‘‘credit event’’ is a default on coupon or
principal repayments[9]. The payment on default, received by Firm A from the bank,
might be, for example, the £1m nominal value of the bond, less the market value of the
defaulted bond, a specified number of days after default.

A total return swap (TRS) is an agreement between two parties to swap cashflows
and other returns, over a specified period. The purchaser of the TRS acquires from the
seller the returns of a reference bond or other asset. That is, purchaser acquires an
amount equivalent to any coupon or other payments due from the asset, along with any
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capital gains or losses arising from changes in the market price of that asset. In return,
the buyer pays a floating interest rate to the seller over the duration of the contract.
This interest rate is usually LIBOR plus a spread. The buyer of the TRS owns a
position that is similar to a position in the underlying itself, in that buyer partakes of
the returns to that asset. Importantly, however, the buyer does not have to make any
upfront investment for this.

As already noted, several other types of credit derivative exist and are regularly
traded in the OTC market, including credit spread options and credit-linked notes. In the
remainder of this paper, we illustrate the use of credit derivatives with some simple
examples of the use of CDSs; thereafter, we focus our attention on the TRS as a potential
tool of the corporate user. Although not the most commonly traded instrument at
present, the TRS provides, under certain circumstances, an interesting mix of credit and
interest rate protection. It is thus a potentially useful tool for the corporate treasurer
looking tomanage not only interest rate exposure, but also credit exposure.

3. Inter-investor credit derivatives market and non-financial
corporations
We next consider the arguments in favour of, and against, the existence of an inter-
investor market in credit derivatives from the non-financial corporation perspective.

Approximately 95 per cent or more of the credit derivatives market is traded
between financial investors[10]. Does this market help corporations to issue debt, or
does it adversely affect the corporate loan market? From a corporate perspective, there
are five main advantages to the existence of this market:

(1) Since insurance companies are major net sellers of credit protection, credit risk
from bank loans can be diffused over a larger pool of investors. This increases
the demand for corporate credit and so improves liquidity that should lead to
more efficient pricing, lower future credit spreads and improved management
of credit risk.

(2) The presence of a credit derivatives market should enable any given company
to have closer links with a smaller number of banks, as the banks can use the
credit derivatives market to pass on the credit risk that was traditionally their
preserve.

(3) The existence of the credit derivatives market helps banks to diversify. As
investor diversification improves, so the cost of all risky capital, including
corporate debt, should fall.

(4) Recent very large corporate defaults, such as WorldCom and Enron, have had
minimal impact on the banking sector. Proponents of the credit derivatives
market argue that the impact on the financial sector would have been much
greater had it not been for the presence of credit derivatives.

(5) If firms have spare cash or pension-fund money, the existence of a credit
derivatives market provides another asset category for investment. As David
Blackwood, ICI Group Treasurer, has recently been quoted as saying[11], ‘‘They
have a role in pension fund management. This . . . is likely to be the most active
[area of usage] for corporates’’. Such a complex and opaque market may well,
though, only be an appropriate arena for the most sophisticated pension fund
management schemes.
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There are, though, several offsetting reasons for companies to be concerned about the
presence of a credit derivatives market:

(1) Several commentators have concluded that this market is the greatest potential
threat to future financial market stability. While several leading authorities,
including Alan Greenspan and Fitch Ratings[12], continue to believe that the
credit derivatives market leads to an overall reduction in risk, others, notably
Warren Buffett, argue that this market is a ticking time bomb. Unsustainable
levels of risk are, they argue, created by the lack of transparency of the OTC
market and the difficulty of pricing such complex products. This could
potentially lead to a house-of-cards collapse in the finance sector. The 2003
‘‘Banana Skins’’ survey conducted by the Centre for Financial Innovation/
PriceWaterhouseCoopers placed credit derivatives as the most important
source of risk currently faced by banks.

(2) It has been argued that banks are willing to loss-lead on corporate loans in
order to secure other more lucrative business. The presence of a credit
derivatives market, though, makes the cost of credit risk more transparent and
therefore will enable banks to demand higher corporate bond rates[13]. This,
however, does not appear always to be the case. For example, Rule (2001)
illustrates that, in September 2000, the credit spreads on single-name credit
derivatives were lower than the corresponding spreads on even AA-rated
telecoms’ bonds. In addition, even if loss-leading on certain corporate loans is
explicit rather than implicit, this may not necessarily cause banks to change
existing business practice.

(3) There is evidence that the credit derivatives market is distorting the primary
market in corporate bond issues[14]. Speculators sell short the underlying bond
prior to issue and hedge the credit risk, buying back the bond on the first day of
issue. The ability of investors to take short as well as long positions in the credit
risk adds volatility to the immediate post-issue market, and possibly the pre-
issue market. However, it could be argued that as this strategy increases
demand for the bond, this is good for the underlying firm.

(4) Since banks have no obligation to disclose their dealings in the credit
derivatives market with their client, it could be argued that the market may
affect relationships between the two. Tim Owen, Director of Treasury at
Cadbury Schweppes, has been quoted as saying[15], ‘‘The banks which are
lending to us may not be the ones taking the credit risk. They may not care
about our performance’’.

Therefore, while the credit derivatives market looks set to grow for the foreseeable
future, the corporate sector has some justification for its apparent ambivalence about
its existence. On the other hand, many of the disadvantages of the corporate use of
credit derivatives are of the nature of an externality: they are disadvantages to the
corporate sector of the use of credit derivatives, rather than to individual firms. Having
considered some of the arguments that may be advanced for and against the credit
derivatives market, we now, in the light of the above potential advantages for
corporations, illustrate ways in which credit derivatives may be used to reduce
corporate credit risk exposure.
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4. Managing external credit exposure
This section examines, by means of three illustrative examples, the use of credit
derivatives by a firm to manage exposure to external credit risk. The first two
examples illustrate the use of CDSs to manage customer credit and sovereign
government exposure; the remaining example examines the use of TRSs.

The simplest form of credit protection may be achieved by use of CDSs. Example 1
below gives a typical scenario.

Example 1
Situation. Firm X is exposed to credit risk on one of its major customers, Firm Y, to
which it sells a significant portion of its products on conventional trade credit terms.
Monthly sales to the customer average £1m, and three months’ trade credit is allowed.
Thus, on average, Firm X is exposed to £3m of Firm Y’s credit risk, on a more-or-less
permanent basis.

Proposed risk management strategy. Firm X buys a CDS with a notional amount of
£3m on a bond issued by Firm Y.

Properties of this contract. In return for an annual payment, the counterparty will
pay the difference between the notional amount of the bond of Firm Y (£3m) and the
market value of this bond in the case that Firm Ydefaults on the bond’s obligations.

Strengths/weaknesses. This strategy protects Firm X from Firm Y going bankrupt.
In this case, the bond will be worth very little and therefore there will be a large payoff
on the CDS position. Offsetting this, Firm X will not be repaid on the £3m of trade
credit. However, if Firm Ydefaults on its trade debt but does not default on its bonds,
then this strategy will not protect Firm X.

Firm X could also use CDSs to protect its bond holdings in a customer or supplier
firm. Thus suppose that, instead of extending trade credit to Firm Y, Firm X holds £3m
of the bonds of Firm Y and protects against the credit risk of those bonds by
purchasing a CDS on a notional amount of £3m. Firm Y is in the high technology
sector. Consider what happens to Firm X’s position if there is a general downturn in the
economic outlook of the high technology sector. In this case, although the credit spread
on the bonds of Firm Y may widen, lowering the market price of Firm Y’s bonds, no
credit event has occurred. Thus, although protected against default risk, Firm X is still
exposed to a considerable amount of spread-based risk[16]. An alternative hedging
strategy exists for protecting Firm X against exposure to its customer’s bonds. As
Example 2 shows, an alternative to using CDSs, and one that will eradicate all of the
credit risk borne, is to sell a TRS.

Example 2
Situation. To facilitate trade relations, Firm X buys £5m of Firm Y’s ten-year, zero
coupon bonds. Firm X has funded the purchase of these bonds by borrowing at the
short-term interest rate.

Proposed risk management solution. Firm X enters into a £5m notional TRS on the
bonds of Firm Y in exchange for the beginning-of-year LIBOR (excluding spreads and
transactions costs), with annual payment [17].

Properties of this contract. Firm X sells the total capital change on FirmY’s bonds in
exchange for LIBOR minus a spread multiplied by the face value of the bonds. For
example, suppose that the LIBOR rate at the start of the year is 4 per cent. Let the bond
value be £3m at the start of the year and £3.15m at the end of the year. Then Firm X
must pay the total return on the bonds (£3.15m�£3m=£0.15m) and receives
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LIBOR=4 per cent £5m=£0.2m. Firm X would then receive a net £0.05m for the year,
minus any transactions costs.

Strengths/weaknesses. Firm X has completely netted out its position. The receipt of
LIBOR on its TRS position offsets the interest that it has to pay to fund the purchase of
the bonds. Any decline in bond value is perfectly offset by the total return component
of the TRS. There are, though, cash flow implications. If interest rates rise, then the
price of Firm Y’s bonds fall. As far as Firm X is concerned from its bond holding
position, this is just a balance sheet transaction. However, the cash outflow that Firm X
must make on the TRS falls, to reflect the drop in bond price. Therefore, from a cash
flow perspective, Firm X gains (loses) if interest rates rise (fall). This is equivalent to a
futures’ ‘‘marking to market’’ effect.

This section concludes by considering how credit derivatives can be used to manage
sovereign risk. Example 3 concentrates on CDSs, but TRSs could also be used in this
case.

Example 3
Situation. Firm X above is also considering entering into an infrastructure project in a
developing country, but is concerned that the government may not be able, or willing,
to fulfil its payment obligations in the future[18].

Proposed risk management strategy. FirmX buys a CDS on the sovereign debt of the
developing country. The ‘‘credit event’’ stipulated by the contract would be a
downgrading (rather than outright default) of the underlying bond

Strengths/weaknesses. By stipulating that the credit event is a downgrading, not a
default, of the sovereign debt, Firm X is protecting itself against the possibility that the
developing country defaults on its trade, but not financial market, agreements. Any
commercial default would be likely to trigger a bond downgrading. However, there is
still not perfect correlation between the business and bond risks, meaning that this is
not perfect protection. Whether this is preferable to political risk insurance will depend
on the relative transactions costs[19].

5. Managing internal credit exposure
Whilst the most obvious corporate use of credit derivatives is for managing the credit
risks of customers and/or suppliers, another interesting possible application relates to
the potential for companies to trade in their own credit risk. There are two main
circumstances in which this may be particularly advantageous. First, a company may
wish to buy credit protection to help secure future borrowing rates. In the first example
given in Example 4, a simple case is presented to demonstrate how a company could
achieve this by selling the total returns on its existing corporate debt. If the future cost
of corporate borrowing were to increase, caused either by a change in interest rates or
by an increase in the credit spread, then this would lead to a contemporaneous fall in
the price of their existing bonds. As the derivative’s position is short in these bonds,
this provides an effective hedge. In this case, the company is ‘‘buying’’ its own credit
protection. In the second case, managers may wish to ‘‘sell’’ credit protection on their
own firm if they believe that the credit spread on their existing debt is too high. The
company can then reclaim on the derivative some of what they are losing on the high
borrowing rate. The second example given in Example 5 shows how TRSs can be used
in this case. A more detailed analysis of Examples 4 and 5 is given in the appendix.
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Example 4
Situation. Firm X has previously undertaken a major bond issue. It wishes to extend
this issue next year and wishes to secure the amount that it will receive.

Proposed risk management strategy. Firm X enters into a TRS on its own bonds in
exchange for the beginning-of-year LIBOR (excluding spreads and transactions costs),
with annual payment.

Properties of this contract. By receiving LIBOR on the TRS, Firm X can perfectly
identify, at the outset, the cash inflow from this derivative’s position. The cash outflow –
the total return on its own bond over the next year – is not known in advance. However,
changes in the existing bond value perfectly hedges changes in the receipts from the new
bond issue, and therefore this should be a risk-free investment strategy.

Strengths/weaknesses. This strategy relies on the remaining maturity of the existing
bonds matching the maturity of the new bonds. This is because the sensitivity of
corporate bond prices depends on both interest rate movements and changes in credit
risk. The sensitivity of fixed income securities to changes in interest rates is a function
of the duration and convexity of these assets. The proposed investment strategy is risk-
free only if these characteristics match for the new and old bonds. Therefore, while this
is a risk-free strategy for an extension of an existing bond issue, it may not be a perfect
hedge for a new issue of bonds.

Example 5
Situation. Firm Z has issued bonds and believes that the price it has received on this
issue was too low because the market overestimated the credit risk of the firm. At the
same time, Firm Z wishes to protect itself against the business risk of a client, Firm X.

Proposed risk management strategy. Firm Z enters into two TRSs. On the first, it
pays LIBOR in exchange for receiving the total return on its own bond. On the second,
it receives LIBOR in exchange for paying the total return on Firm X’s bond.

Properties of this contract. The LIBOR component of the two TRS contracts exactly
offsets each other and therefore Firm Z is effectively swapping the total returns on X’s
bond for the total return on its own bonds.

Strengths/weaknesses. As with the previous example, it is important to match the
duration and convexity of the two bonds to ensure that the contract has no underlying
exposure to interest rate movements. This explains why it is necessary to have two,
offsetting, TRSs rather than just one. Since Firm Z thinks that its bonds were sold too
cheaply, by buying the total returns on these bonds it is expecting to make an
abnormal profit. Of course, management may not be able to estimate the company’s
future credit risk better than the market. Indeed, there is some evidence of over-
optimism by established management (Heatonm, 2002), and thus a danger that there
will be unjustified over-application of this technique. Firm Z will also be exposed if the
price of Firm X’s bonds rise as a consequence of a drop in its credit risk. However, since
Firm X is a client of Firm Z, the managers of Firm Z would hope that this improvement
in the fortune of Firm X would be accompanied by more underlying business.

6. Conclusion
This paper has provided a concise introduction to the corporate use of credit
derivatives to manage their credit risk. Whilst the uptake of credit derivatives by
corporate treasurers has been slow up to the present time, we have attempted to
illustrate, by means of simple examples, that the scope for corporate use of these
instruments is wide. It is understandable that corporations have treated the use of
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credit derivatives with a wary eye, given the fact that the market is still in a relatively
early stage of development. Whilst organisations such as the International Swaps and
Derivatives Association have made strides in attempting to standardise and clarify
contract terms, the market still suffers from a lack of transparency. In particular, there
is some concern that the further development and use of the credit derivatives market
will erode close relationships between firms and their bankers, and that the market, far
from adding diversification and lowering risk premiums, will add to the risk of a
‘‘house of cards’’ effect. Whether such concerns are justified remains to be seen. As the
market matures and develops, there will be a need for further research into the impacts,
beneficial or otherwise, of the credit derivatives market on the credit market in general,
and indeed on the integrity of the financial system as a whole. On a company level,
however, credit derivatives provide a versatile, and possibly cheaper, alternative to
more traditional insurance products. This fact is witnessed by the observation that
many insurance companies now use the credit derivatives market to trade on some of
their own credit risk.
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11. R. Pink, ‘‘Corporate credit derivatives: are they irrelevant?’’ Corporate Finance, October
2003.

12. ‘‘Global credit derivatives: a qualified success’’, Fitch Ratings, September 2003.

13. See, for example, N. de Teran, ‘‘Credit derivatives’ knock-on effects’’, The Banker, 9 June
2003.

14. See, for example, the section on ‘‘Risks arising from credit derivatives’’, Financial Risk
Outlook, 2004, Financial Services Authority.

15. ‘‘Passing the credit risk parcel’’, CFOEurope.com, September 1998.

16. If a ‘‘credit event’’ is defined as a downgrade in the bond’s rating, then a certain amount
of this spread risk may be hedged; there still remains, however, a residual amount of
credit spread risk associated with the bonds of Firm Y.

17. The market price of the bond is well below the face value, since the bond is zero-coupon
and a long way from maturity. Therefore, even if the bond return is somewhat higher
than LIBOR, Firm X will receive a net cash inflow from the TRS if the spread is
ignored. Given this, it is likely that the spread on the TRS will be reasonably high in
this case.

18. The company can protect against this political risk in the absence of a credit
derivatives market – for example, it could purchase political risk insurance either
privately or from the Export Credits Guarantee Department.

19. One potential argument in favour of corporate interest in the credit derivatives market
is the observation that many insurance companies are now utilising credit derivatives
to pass on some of their insured risk. If a company can do this directly, then perhaps
they can avoid some transactions costs, and thus insure their own risks more cheaply.

20. A more precise method of converting from the continuous-time Ornstein–Uhlenbeck
models to a discrete-time interest rate model is given by Nowman (1997). Estimates of
�;�rr and � derived using Nowman’s method are very similar to those reported here.

21. For any given credit rating, the value of �X
t,T is taken from Elton et al. (2001, Table 1,

Panel A) for the industrial sector.

22. The zero standard deviation in the ‘‘X unchanged’’ case is a result of the bonds of Firm
Z and Firm X having the same credit spread in this case. Therefore, whatever the
interest rate, the price of these two bonds will be the same and the payoff to the
derivatives position is non-stochastic.
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Appendix
In the main body of the text, we have considered in a heuristic fashion how a firm might utilise
CDSs and TRSs to protect itself from credit risk. In this appendix, Examples 4 and 5 are
expanded upon. In order to quantify the effects of the hedges, it is first necessary to model the
interest rate process. It is assumed that the short-term interest rate rt follows a discrete Ornstein–
Uhlenbeck process[20]:

rt � rt�1 ¼ �ð�rr � rt�1Þ þ ��t

where �t � Nð0; 1Þ. This is a mean-reverting model where �rr is the long-run average interest rate
and � determines the speed of adjustment back to this long-term mean. The values of �;�rr and �
are estimated using the procedure of Chen et al. (1992). The interest rate data are monthly one-
month sterling interbank middle rates over the period March 1973 to August 2003, taken from
Datastream. The spot estimates of � ¼ 0:0154;�rr ¼ 0:0783 and � ¼ 0:0070 were obtained; these
estimates are used in the model below.

From Vasicek (1977), the term structure of interest rates is known in this case. If Rt;T is the
continuously compounded redemption yield at time t on a Treasury strip that matures at time T,
then:

Rt;1 ¼ �rr þ �q

�
� 1

2

�2

�2

Rt;T ¼ Rt;1 þ ½rt � Rt;1�
�ðT � tÞ 1� e��ðT�tÞ

h i
þ �2

4�3ðT � tÞ 1� e��ðT�tÞ
h i2

where q is a risk aversion term. Given the parameter estimates, if the current short-term rate is 4
per cent and the long end is 6 per cent, this implies that q=0.187. In this section, it will be more
convenient to work with non-compounded interest rates. If PTreasury

t;T is the market price at time t
of a Treasury strip that matures at timeT, then define

100

ð1þ �t;TÞT�t
¼ PTreasury

t;T ¼ 100 exp½�ðT � tÞRt;T �

where �t;T is the discrete per-period return on the strip, so that �t;t ¼ rt .
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Now suppose that Firm X has a zero-coupon bond that matures at time T and has current
market price PX

t,T. The price of the bond is given as

PX
t;T ¼ 100

ð1þ �t;T þ �Xt;TÞ
T�t

where �Xt;T is the credit spread on this bond.

Expansion of Example 4
Firm X has a ten-year zero-coupon bond in issue and wishes to extend this issue next year. That
is, it will issue a new nine-year zero-coupon bond in one year’s time on the same terms as the
existing zero-coupon bond. The company wishes to protect the amount it will raise from this
bond issue.

For each new bond issued, the company will receive PX
1,10 next year. To protect against interest

rate and credit spread movements over the next 12 months, it enters into a TRS. It sells the return
on its existing bond in exchange for the one-year LIBOR rate (ignoring transactions costs and
spreads). From the interest rate model given above, this is estimated to be 4.179 per cent if the
current short-term rate is 4 per cent. That is, it will pay out PX

1,10 � PX
1,10 and receive £4.179 for

every £100 of face value of the new issue. Therefore, the company has completely secured its new
bond receipts to be PX

1,10þ 4:179 per £100 of face value.
Is this a good deal for the company? If the existing bond is currently A-credit-rated, then the

credit spread on Firm X’s bond[21] is �X
1,10 ¼ 0:785 per cent, implying that PX

1,10 ¼ 57:265. The
company has therefore secured receipts of £61.444 next year. What would they have received if
they had left the position unhedged? Over the current year, Firm X’s existing bond could retain its
current rating (�X

1,10 ¼ 0:779 per cent), be upgraded to AA (�X
1,10 ¼ 0:589 per cent) or downgraded

to BBB (�X
1,10 ¼ 1:184 per cent). To estimate potential receipts from the unhedged bond sale given

the stochastic risk-free rate, 10,000 simulations are run. The results are reported in Table AI.

Therefore, provided the total transactions costs and spreads are less than
£61.444�£60.779¼ 67bp, then this risk protection is ‘‘costless’’.

Expansion of Example 5
A company, Firm Z, has current credit rating of BBB on a £10m, ten-year zero-coupon bond but
believes, given its informational asymmetry, that its true default rating is closer to A.

Table AI.
The distribution of cash
flow receipts from an
unhedged new bond
issue

X upgraded (£) X unchanged (£) X downgraded (£)

Mean receipt 61.771 60.779 58.722
Standard deviation 3.617 3.553 3.419
Top 95th percentile 67.895 66.693 64.509
Lower 5th percentile 56.007 55.117 53.272

Table AII.
The distribution of cash
flows from hedging
underlying business
credit exposure

X upgraded X unchanged X downgraded

Mean 310,351 209,600 215,299
Standard deviation 6,453 0 13,337
Top 95th percentile 320,593 209,600 237,929
Lower 5th percentile 299,389 209,600 194,118
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Management is confident that its bonds will be upgraded during the current year. That is,
�Z
1,10 ¼ 1:18 per cent but management is confident that �Z

1,10 ¼ 0:779 per cent. Firm X, of the
previous examples, is a customer of Z. If Firm X’s bond is re-graded during the year, then Firm Z
estimates that this will affect the value of its own business contracts with Firm X. An upgrading
(downgrading) of Firm Xwill increase (decrease) the value of Z, in year 1 terms, by £0.2m.

Firm Z decides to enter into two one-year TRSs on a notional value of £10m. It buys the total
returns on its own bonds and sells the total returns on Firm X’s bonds. Ignoring spreads and
transactions costs, and if just one payment is made at the end of the year, then the cashflow from
the swap is P Z

1,10þPX
1,10�P Z

1,10�PX
1,10. There is almost no exposure to changes in interest rates here

since the durations of the two bonds are the same. Estimated cashflows from the net
businessþ derivatives position are calculated over 10,000 simulations of the stochastic interest
rate[22] (Table AII).

In this case, the company is exploiting an informational asymmetry to make money on its
own bonds while simultaneously hedging £400,000 of economic exposure to a client. By using
two swaps rather than one, the net interest rate exposure is very low.
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Abstract

Purpose – Financial institutions have been subject to minimum capital requirements for
considerable time while other companies do not face any such regulation. This paper investigates
the capital requirements of companies and how it should relate to the assets of a company.
Design/methodology/approach – The theoretical approach in this paper integrates aspects of
liquidity, asset characteristics and capital requirements into a single setting to address the problem of
capital requirements for non-financial companies.
Findings – The paper develops a framework in which the impact losses have on the future
performance of the company are used to develop three categories of capital and suggest a measure for
each category. The paper then relates these categories to properties of the assets the capital should be
invested in, which include aspects of liquidity as well as the source of this capital. It is finally pointed
out how cost considerations can be used to obtain the optimal asset and capital structure of a
company.
Research limitations/implications – This paper presents the conceptual basis for the
determination of capital requirements of companies and future research is needed to formalize the
ideas presented here more thoroughly and gain additional insights into the relationship to the asset
structure.
Practical implications – The results of this paper can be used by companies as a first guide
towards deciding on their capital requirements, taking into account the properties of the assets they
invest their capital in and how to optimize their capital structure.
Originality/value – The paper provides a first insight into the relationship between capital
requirements, asset structure, and risks for non-financial companies.

Keywords Risk management, Organizational structures, Capital budgeting

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
All activities pursued by a company are inherently risky, although to a different
degree. Decisions made at present will show their full consequences only in the future
and are affected not only by the behavior of competitors, customers, suppliers, or
regulators, but also by the state of nature. Even the best evaluated decisions can lead to
losses in unforeseen circumstances. This risk is at the core of corporate activities and
companies have to ensure that they can bear the risks they are facing. Capital, used in
this paper as a synonym for equity unless otherwise stated, acts as a safeguard against
the losses that might occur as a result of these risks. With capital a company is only
forced into bankruptcy if the losses exceed the capital held. As losses are related to the
risk of a company, it becomes apparent that capital and risks are closely related with
each other.

In this context, the most important question is how much capital a company needs
for a given risk or, equivalently, howmuch risk it can take with a given capital. This so-
called capital adequacy has become increasingly important in recent years, primarily
in the regulation of banking activities and insurance companies.

The Basel Accord on Capital Adequacy, Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
(1988), with its amendments as developed by the Bank for International Settlements
(BIS) serves as the basis of most national regulations in advanced economies. The rules

The current issue and full text archive of this journal is available at
www.emeraldinsight.com/0307-4358.htm
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currently require a minimum capital of 8 per cent of the risk-weighted assets of the
bank. Thus, far the methods employed to determine the risks of assets are very
schematic, but can be expected to improve substantially with a new accord, currently
under consideration, called Basel II, Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2001).
Similar rules apply also to insurance companies as well as securities firms. There are
usually no rules governing the capital adequacy of non-financial companies, however,
stakeholders often employ implicit rules when assessing the creditworthiness of a
company, e.g. rating agencies or banks.

Efforts in recent years to develop a theoretical approach towards capital
requirements, in banking and insurance primarily, gave rise to using value at risk
(VaR) as the appropriate risk measure to base the capital requirements on. More
recently expected shortfall has been proposed due to its superior properties. A common
feature of all these contributions is that they attempt to use a single number as a risk
measure. It is obvious that it is very difficult to condense all properties of the
distribution of losses into a single number, despite advances like the coherence of risk
measures, Artzner et al. (1999). Rootzén and Klüppelberg (1999) show this limitation of
the current approach towards risk measurement in the presence of catastrophic risks.

Mostly in a separate regulation the liquidity of companies, again confined to
banking and insurance, is addressed. We can view this regulation as an attempt to
manage the risks arising from the asset structure of a company in order to ensure that
it does not become insolvent. Although the losses arising from risks and a lack of
liquidity are closely related, it is usually treated separately. Thus a more holistic
approach towards asset and liability management is still outstanding.

In this paper, we address the two issues mentioned above. After briefly reviewing
the current literature on capital allocation rules, we develop a framework to analyze the
magnitude of losses according to their impact on a company and assign a special
category of capital to these losses as well as provide a measure for these risks. We then
continue to relate the capital structure to the assets of a company and describe
properties these assets should fulfill if the capital is invested into them. Finally, we
sketch the costs of such a use of capital that may lead to a method to derive the optimal
capital requirements resulting in a maximum firm value.

2. Methods of capital allocation
In most cases, capital is allocated to different lines of businesses, e.g. product lines or
divisions. The reason for such an allocation is the desire to charge the appropriate cost
of capital to each division and thus allow for a proper costing of products by including
all costs.

As a first step, let us consider a situation where the amount of capital is actually
given exogenously and has to be allocated to different divisions. The main problem
here is that capital is used to cover any potential losses of the entire company rather
than the losses of only a certain division. With capital thus being used by all divisions,
the problem of allocation to individual divisions is not trivial. The idea we will use in
capital allocation is similar to the allocation of joint costs on individual products: an
indicator is needed to split the capital between divisions. We briefly look into allocation
procedures based on the following three principles:

(1) accounting-based capital allocation;

(2) risk-based capital allocation;

(3) incentive-based capital allocation.
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As the aim of capital is to provide a cushion against potential losses, the basis for the
allocation should be the size of these potential losses, i.e. the risk of the divisions. The
above listed methods all attempt to address this issue, albeit in very different manners.

2.1. Accounting-based capital allocation
Traditionally, the capital allocation has been based on the capital employed in a certain
division. This amount of capital can be obtained from the accounts of the company by
detecting which assets are used in which division and in which way their acquisition
has been financed.

Apparently in this allocation procedure there is no consideration of the risks
individual divisions face. The use of capital employed as the basis for the capital
allocation rule, however, can be justified if we assume that all divisions are equally
risky. In this case, it is apparent that the proper allocation mechanism would only have
to consider the relative sizes of the different divisions. The capital employed is in this
case an obvious choice.

The only problem arising from the use of capital employed based on accounting
figures is that it might not take into account all assets of a division, in particular
intangible assets such as patents or licenses. Furthermore, accounting data can easily
undervalue assets due to accounting rules that have to be followed. Omitting such
assets or using undervalued assets could distort the capital allocation significantly,
hence it is advisable to conduct the analysis based on market values rather than
accounting figures.

Similarly, we could use the earnings or cash flows generated by individual divisions
as the basis for the capital allocation decision. In this case, we would assume that these
earnings or cash flows have all been generated with the same risks attached. The
problems from using these accounting data are similar to the use of capital employed.
Furthermore, the volatility of earnings and cash flows easily result in continuously
changing capital allocations, particularly in cases where the divisions are performing
differently over time.

Even after taking into account these problems, it is apparent that the assumption of
divisions being equally risky is very unrealistic. In most cases, companies engage in
various activities which differ substantially in the risks they face, making the
approximation of the risk by capital employed, earnings or cash flows a too rough
method and we have to take into account the risks in each division more explicitly.

2.2. Risk-based capital allocation
The simplest way of taking into account the different risks divisions face, would be to
determine the risk in each division directly with an appropriate risk measure. Common
risk measures are the standard deviation of returns and value at risk (VaR), which is
defined implicitly by

Probð�� VaRcÞ ¼ c ð1Þ

hence losses � exceed the VaR only with a probability of c. The confidence level c is set
according to the risk aversion of the company. The more risk averse a company is, the
smaller the confidence level has to become. Measuring risks by VaR is well established,
primarily due to the Basel Accord favoring this risk measure. Theoretical arguments,
however, show that VaR is neither a good risk measure nor, in general, compatible with
the preferences of users, see e.g. Artzner et al. (1999).
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The only complication arising from this approach is that the total risk of the
company will be less than the sum of the risks of the individual divisions[1]. We
obviously have to consider the diversification effect for the company as a whole from
supporting different divisions.

If we were now to propose that the capital employed in each division is proportional
to its risk, e.g. the VaR, the total capital required from the allocation procedure would
exceed that of the company as a whole. Hence the diversification reduces the total
amount of capital that has to be held. We thus have reduced the problem of capital
allocation to the problem of fairly dividing the benefits of diversification between the
different divisions.

By resorting to cooperative game theory and using results from the literature on
bargaining, Denault (2001) has shown that the optimal allocation of capital should
follow the simple principle that the capital allocated to a business unit be proportional
to its contribution towards the total risk of the company. Rather than using the total
risk a division faces, only that part of the risk which is not diversified by other
divisions is considered. If we were to measure risk by the standard deviation of returns,
the capital allocation would be proportional to the covariance of the returns of the
divisions with the company as a whole. In this sense, the capital allocation would be
proportional to the systematic risk of the division, where the market is to be replaced
by the company as the benchmark. Panjer (2002) refers to this as the ‘‘internal beta’’,
while Hesselager and Andersson (2003) show this outcome as the result of a linear
approximation of risks. A similar result is obtained for other risk measures such as the
VaR, e.g. shown in Tasche (1999).

An argument that could be brought against the use of this capital allocation rule is
that the division does not have full control over their risk allocation as it is affected by
the behavior of all divisions. It has to be noted in this context that this proposed capital
allocation is an equilibrium outcome of a cooperative game, i.e. the result of
negotiations between the divisions rather than decentrally taken decisions. Such a
situation is considered in the coming section.

2.3. Incentive-based capital allocation
One characteristic of companies is that investment decisions in individual divisions are
mostly done with great autonomy by line managers. In order to ensure that they make
sensible investment decisions, suppose that managers receive a fraction of the total
value generated in their division. The value generated does not only consist of the
profits made, but includes a charge on the capital allocated to this division. The
managers in each division decide on the size of their investments, but for simplicity
cannot affect their characteristics, such as profits or risks.

With investment decisions taken decentrally, it is important to ensure that the
decisions taken by individual managers are optimally for the company as a whole.
Stoughton and Zechner (1999) propose that this alignment of interests between the
managers and the company as a whole is conducted via the capital allocation rule.

In order to avoid that excessive risks are taken, the capital allocated obviously
accounts for the risks taken by the division. The risk measure for this purpose is as
outlined above the contribution of the division to the total risk of the company. In
addition, however, there is an additional factor to adjust this capital allocation for the
incentives of individual managers. As their compensation depends on the value
generated in their division, those generating high values would easily make over-
proportionally large investments, reducing the diversification benefits of having many
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divisions. Although this is accounted for in the increased contribution of the division to
the overall risk of the company, the incentives by managers through their higher
compensation take this effect only partially into account as they only have to bear parts
of these costs with the remainder borne by the other divisions (external effects).

In order to align the interests of the company with that of individual managers, well
performing divisions receive an additional allocation of capital, while division
performing less well than average receive a lower charge. Across all divisions, these
adjustments cancel each other out. The effect is that because of the higher capital
allocation to well performing divisions, the investments are reduced and the company
remains optimally diversified, thus increasing the total value of the company.

Hence we observe that in companies making decentralized investment decisions, the
capital allocation is driven by two factors: the risk contribution of a division and an
adjustment to align the incentives of managers with the interests of the company as a
whole.

2.4. Capital requirements
The above methods of capital allocation have taken the total amount of capital
available for a company as given. In this section, we will in brief explore how much
capital a company as whole requires. With capital having the role of providing a
cushion against losses, it is obvious that again these potential losses have to form the
basis of the total capital requirements, and therefore the risk plays once more a key role
in our considerations.

One intuitive way to determine the total capital requirement is to set the capital such
that the company avoids bankruptcy with a certain probability 1� c; the more risk
averse the company is the larger this probability has to become. From this
consideration it becomes clear that the value at risk (VaR) is a prime candidate for the
determination of the total capital requirements. Indeed, using the VaR to determine the
capital requirements has become a common occurrence, particularly in the financial
services industry where regulation has led to a widespread proliferation of this
methodology.

Although the established methods to determine the capital requirements and
allocation of capital to divisions are widely used and accepted, particularly in the
financial sector, many important aspects of risk management in companies are not
addressed adequately as is shown in the next paragraph.

2.5. An open research problem
The capital requirement and capital allocation are based on the risk of the company or
division, which are determined with the use of a single risk measure. In the banking
and insurance industries, we observe that the regulation of capital requirements is
complemented by a regulation of the solvency of companies, requiring a certain
amount of highly liquid assets to be held by these companies in order to avoid liquidity
shortfalls.

Apparently, capital requirements as well as solvency are an important aspect of risk
management for companies in the financial services, but obviously it is of equal
relevance to all other industries as well. An apparent question to ask is whether capital
requirements and liquidity should be combined in a single framework.

In the remainder of this paper, we will have a fresh look at the characterization of
risks and how they should be represented in an appropriate asset structure as well as
capital requirements. In particular, we will argue that risks should not only be
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measured with a single measure, but include multiple measures to capture different
aspects of risk and that this differentiation of risks should be mirrored in the
characteristics of assets the capital is invested in.

3. Characterization of losses
An obvious way to classify losses incurred by a company is to focus on the
implications these losses have on the future performance of the company, i.e. the ability
to generate earnings and the cash flow. Any losses in the current period may not have
any impact on future earnings, but on the other hand they may force the company into
bankruptcy if accumulated over time. We will identify three categories of losses:
expected losses, unexpected losses, and stress losses as in Shepheard-Walwyn and
Litterman (1998).

3.1. Expected losses
Smaller losses are part of any business and happen on a more or less regular basis, e.g.
losses arising from the breakdown of a machine or small creditors defaulting. Such
losses, if properly catered for, do not have any further implications beyond a reduction
of earnings in the current period. We define these losses as expected losses from the
usual operations and propose that they are measured by

EL ¼ �E½�j� < ���� ð2Þ

where � denotes the current profits, ��� ¼ minf0;E½��g, and E [�] is the expectations
operator. This definition allows for losses to be defined relative to a benchmark, the
expected profits, and additionally ensures that all ‘‘real’’ losses which reduce the
capital are taken into account. These losses should easily be covered by the capital
of a company. As such losses are occurring as part of the normal operation of a
business, we call the capital covering losses up to the expected losses the operational
capital, OC.

3.2. Unexpected losses
Inevitably a company will sometimes face losses that exceed their operational capital
and hence the expected losses. We call these losses unexpected. Although such losses
are still the consequence of normal business operations, they can be substantially
larger than expected losses, although much less frequently observed. Examples include
new products that fail to attract sufficient demand or research and development
activities yielding no marketable result. They can therefore have a long-term effect on
the performance of the company as it only recovers slowly from these losses, e.g. due to
the observation that losses had to be covered by important assets that had to be sold.
However, the losses are not that large that they threaten the survival of the company, it
can comfortably bear these losses.

The risk of facing unexpected losses has to be covered by another form of capital,
which we call risk capital, RC. The size of the risk capital depends firstly on the risks
faced by the company and secondly on the risk aversion of the company shareholders
or its managers. The more risk averse a company is, the more capital it will hold in
order to cover the losses and avoid bankruptcy. Obviously the higher the risk, i.e. the
possible losses and their probability, the more risk capital a company should hold.

Despite its theoretical shortcomings, value at risk (VaR) is a widespread risk
measure for losses. Building on the VaR the following risk measure, called expected
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shortfall, is found to be superior for theoretical reasons as it is more consistent with the
preferences of individuals:

ESc ¼ �E½�j�� VaRc� ð3Þ

The expected shortfall gives the average loss if the VaR is exceeded or the average loss
in the 100c per cent worst cases. It is common in the recent theoretical literature to base
the capital requirements and capital allocation on the expected shortfall rather than the
VaR. As expected shortfall provides a risk measure for the entire loss, the risk capital is
only the difference to the operational capital:

RC ¼ ESc � EL ð4Þ

The risk and operational capital, as defined above, are together called the economic
capital, EC, of the company:

EC ¼ RCþ OC ¼ ESc ð5Þ

Although holding capital equal to the economic capital is optimal given the risk
preferences, we will see below that it may be beneficial to hold capital in excess of this
amount.

3.3. Stress losses
A company holding only the economic capital would go bankrupt if a larger loss
occurs. Such extreme losses we call stress losses as they mostly are the result of
unusual events (stress). If we were able to cover stress losses, we can propose that they
will have a severe impact on the future performance of the company, even threatening
its long-term survival.

Shimpi (2001) suggests that companies should hold capital to cover such losses. His
argument is that outside investors and creditors can only approximately assess the
risks of a company and therefore require additional capital as a safeguard against a
wrong assessment of the risks the company faces. In the same way regulators may
require additional capital to reduce the social costs of a bankruptcy, i.e. systemic risk.
This capital we call signaling capital, SC.

The size of the signaling capital could be determined as follows. If the economic
capital is fully used, i.e. losses exceed the economic capital, we want to ensure that the
company does only go bankrupt with a probability of c� < c. Thus, we have to ensure
that the loss of the company does not exceed a certain threshold MLc* with this
probability. Using the Chebyshev-theorem, we get

c� ¼ Probð�þ ESc < �MLc�j�� VaRcÞ
� Probð �þ EScj j > MLc�j�� VaRcÞ

� Var½�j��VaRc

ML2
c�

ð6Þ

where MLc* denotes the maximal loss permissible and Var[ ] the conditional variance
of the distribution of profits given that the VaR is exceeded. Solving expression (6) gives

MLc� � �MLMLc� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Var �j�� VaRc½ �

c�

r
ð7Þ
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We now propose to set

SC ¼ MLc� � ESc ð8Þ

As for the determination of risk capital, c� has to be determined from the risk aversion of
the company or its stakeholders influencing their decisions.

It is worth to point out explicitly that even the existence of signaling capital does not
prevent a company from going bankrupt, but reduces the probability of such an event.
With the above considerations, the total capital requirement of a company, TC, is
obviously given by

TC ¼ OCþ RCþ SC ¼ ECþ SC ¼ MLc� ð9Þ

We illustrate this result in Figure 1 with an arbitrary distribution of profits. We have
thus established a multi-tier capital for a company based on the key properties of
possible losses it has to cover, mainly their long-term implications. However, equally
important as the amount of capital is its availability to cover the losses incurred, i.e. the
asset structure. We will cover this aspect in detail in the coming section.

4. Optimal asset structure
Based on our previous analysis, we will in this section investigate how to invest the
capital required to cover the identified risks. For each category of capital, we will
propose characteristics that assets should fulfill such that risks are adequately covered.

4.1. Peripheral assets
Most companies have assets that they do not really need to conduct their daily
operations or future investments. Therefore the loss of such assets would not harm the
future prospects of the company. We call these assets peripheral assets.

When comparing these considerations with the expected losses that gave rise to the
operational capital, we see that losses which can be covered by peripheral assets do not

Profits
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Operational Capital
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Risk Capital
Economic Capital

Total Capital
Signalling Capital

Figure 1.
Capital requirements of

a company
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have an impact beyond the loss of earnings in the current period. We can, therefore,
conclude that the operational capital should be invested into peripheral assets. Thus,
the existence of peripheral assets can be justified from a risk management perspective.

Of course, only realized losses that lead to a cash outflow or the loss of cash inflow
are relevant in these considerations. But, it can be expected that losses are frequently
realized and therefore do not distinguish between realized and unrealized losses. Hence
to cover the losses the company has to sell these assets to meet the cash outflow or to
use them in order to replace a missing cash inflow. As losses affecting the operational
capital are frequent, it is important that the assets are sufficiently liquid such that they
can be sold within a set time frame.

Examples for suitable peripheral assets would be excess liquidity in form of cash or
cash equivalent assets, marketable securities, commodities, transferable debentures
(factoring), but also negotiated and unused loan facilities with banks. Hence we
interpret assets here in the widest sense by including any rights that have been granted
to the company.

4.2. Non-core assets
The majority of assets a company holds will be essential, meaning that their loss would
have a more or less long term effect on the future of the company. Upon loss of such
assets the company may not be able to finance future investments, it might affect the
future earnings capability or profitable income sources are being associated with these
assets. Many of those assets are not of strategic importance for its survival, although
greatly contributing to the earnings of a company and thus essential for its overall
performance. We therefore call these assets non-core assets.

Comparing these reflections with the unexpected losses covered by risk capital, it
becomes apparent that this category of capital should be invested into non-core assets.
Such non-core asset may include overseas investments reducing the costs of
production or serving a minor market, alliances with competitors, suppliers or
customers, distribution networks or investment activities for diversification purposes.
All such assets could be sold without threatening the survival of the company,
although causing further losses.

These assets should be reasonable marketable within a given time horizon. The
same liquidity as for peripheral assets is, however, not required as unexpected losses
are much less common. It should be noted that for the purpose of risk management all
assets should be valued at their liquidation value rather than their market value as
they have to be liquidated to cover any losses.

4.3. Core assets
Finally, the signaling capital is to be invested into core assets as are the funds a
company obtains from creditors. The selling of core assets, would threaten the survival
of the company, i.e. they are assets that are so important for the company that it would
be severely damaged from their loss. Core assets may include key production facilities,
key alliances with distributors or funds for the modernization of the production
process. Their loss would severely damage the survival chances of the company by
exposing them much more to competition and undermining any competitive
advantage. In this sense, reputation and brand names can easily be interpreted as core
assets in many industries.

The liquidity of core assets is usually very low and especially their liquidation value
may be substantially below the market value. Often companies loosing their core
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assets have to undergo a complete restructuring in order to survive or merge with other
companies.

Now that we have established into which types of assets the capital should be
invested, we can consider the sources of the different categories of capital in the coming
section in much more detail.

5. The sources of capital
In section 3, we identified the amount of capital to be held and which losses it should
cover while the last section explored into which assets it is to be invested. We here
suggest a three tier capital for each category, which is very similar to the capital
definition in the Basel Accord[2].

The Tier I Capital covers the operational capital. Given the fact that it covers
expected losses which are the result of the usual business activities, these losses should
entirely be born by the company owners. Hence Tier I Capital should consist of paid-in
shares and disclosed reserves, mostly originating from retained earnings.

Unexpected losses reduce the risk capital, which provides the Tier II Capital. The
sources of this capital would be undisclosed reserves, unpaid capital, and hybrid
instruments like convertible bonds.

Tier III Capital covers stress losses, i.e. is the signaling capital. The sources of this
capital can be guarantees from owners or parent companies, subordinated debt or loans
from affiliated persons as well as insurance-linked contingent capital. These debts are in
many cases easily converted into equity when the company faces bankruptcy.

We summarize our results in Table I, which shows a balance sheet of a company
showing an optimal asset and capital structure as developed in this paper. It has to be
noted that this table seems to make obvious that our approach invalidates the well
established view that fixed and thus illiquid assets should be financed by long-term
funds, equity or long-term debt; on the other hand current and liquid asset should be
financed by short-term debt. In our considerations this relationship looks as being
reversed. It has, however, to be noticed that we put our considerations exclusively on
risk management of losses of ongoing operations without including funding risks of
the company. A more complete model would obviously take this additional problem
into account, but this strand of investigation is well beyond the scope of this
contribution.

6. Opportunity costs of investment
As we have seen before, the capital has to be invested into assets with certain
characteristics. It is therefore reasonable that these investments are not necessarily
optimal for a company, but rather driven by risk considerations, hence companies face
opportunity costs of such investments.

Table I.
Balance sheet of a
company with an

optimal asset and capital
structure

Assets Liabilities

Peripheral assets Highly liquid Equity (+disclosed
reserves)

Operational capital

Non-core assets Modestly liquid Undisclosed reserves,
convertibles

Risk captial

Core assets Usually illiquid Subordinated debt,
(guarantees) Debt

Signaling capital
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The operational capital is to be invested into peripheral assets, i.e. assets that are not
really needed for the pursuit of business. Investing into essential assets that contribute
to the value creation by exploiting competitive advantages would in many cases be
much more beneficial for the company. Thus, these investments have opportunity costs
as the capital could have been used more efficiently.

A similar argument can be upheld for the investment into non-core assets as
investments into core assets are usually even more beneficial, thus again also the risk
capital faces opportunity costs, although to a less extend than the operational capital.
As a result of these considerations, the signaling capital does not face any opportunity
costs as it is already invested into core assets. However, opportunity costs may arise
when financing these assets with debt would have been cheaper.

From this information, we would be able to deduct the total amount of opportunity
costs a company faces. On the other hand, the company faces costs from the occurrence
of losses, besides the loss in that time period. These losses include the loss of future
earnings when essential assets have to be liquidated and we call them distress costs.
Additionally, there are the costs of the company going bankrupt. The larger the
different capital categories are the less likely these costs have to be born, thus expected
costs are lower.

We could now determine the total costs of the capital structure by considering both,
opportunity and distress costs. The optimal capital structure would be the one that
causes the minimal total costs to the company. This procedure had the same effect as
choosing appropriate probabilities c and c� when we interpret the losses as losses in
utility rather than monetary terms. Thus, when quantifying these losses we are able to
derive the optimal capital requirement as well as the optimal asset structure.
Conducting such an optimization is left for future research.

7. Conclusions
We provided a simple framework to analyze the amount of capital a company should
hold in order to cover risks adequately. In contrast to most contributions, we did not
only provide total capital requirements, but also guidelines of how to invest the capital
and where the sources of the required capital could be. This was achieved by viewing
capital and losses as a unity rather than distinct aspects.

The scope of future research arising from this paper is manifold. Besides a detailed
evaluation of the relationship to expected utility maximization, implications for the
cost of capital can be derived; regulatory aspects need exploration as well as a more
detailed analysis of the asset structure of companies. Furthermore, careful
consideration has to be given to the choice of risk measures. This paper only provides a
few initial ideas that have to be explored in much more detail in future research.
Despite these limitations of the paper it is useful for companies as it provides a first
insight into the aspects to consider when determining their capital and asset structure.

Notes

1. When using VaR as risk measure this property is not necessarily fulfilled, as VaR is not
sub-additive. For most realistic risk exposures this property is, however, at least
approximately fulfilled.

2. Although the Basel Accord has been developed for the banking sector and we use its
terminology here, its applicability is not restricted to the banking sector. The non-bank-
sector could apply similar types of capital to cover the losses they face.
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